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By the spirit in which the Senate
determines Truman H. Newberry's
and right to hold his seat while
under sentence to the penitentiary for
debauching an election, the Republican
majority of that branch of Congress
will test the sincerity of their own
and their party's professions in behalf of a clean ballot and honest government.
There is no longer any doubt as to
whether Mr. Newberry was justly
charged with complicity in this corruption. A court has heard the evidence, Mr. Newberry has presented
his defense and a jury has found a
verdict of guilty. The question for
the Senate to answer is whether it
wants to continue in its membership
a man who has purchased his seat by
the criminal use of money.
fit-ne- ss

It is said there will be a new note
in national politic3 this campaign. A
wise prognosticator suggests that this
note will likely be "Soprano."
Efforts of a number of
"News Bureaus" who take pleasure
in supplying the weekly papers with
'machine-mad- e
copy, to discredit the
League, which has work
ed one of the reforms of the century
in North Dakota, are amusing.
For instance
This week's budget
of camouflaged propaganda has a
sneering allusion to "100 per cent
farmer representation" and the news
that their taxes total 160 per cent in- -'
crease. It fails to mention, however the increase in taxable wealth
from which to draw nor the increase
in taxation in all other states.
That 169 per cent doesn't look very
big to people who are raised more
than 300 per cent in assessment and
valuation in a state that needs a Nonpartisan league. "Big Biz" can issue
its malevolent screed thru its boughten
up organs and its censored and polluted general news service but it is
not a compliment to the country press
to assume that the editors will let
these lie3 get by unnoticed.
Non-Partis-

book-keep-

For Trustees

theiv-effort-

Al S. Hanson, 75

'

Chas Weatherill, 51
F. A. Roy, 32
J. E. Wildman, 24
R. Lopez, 15
F. O. White, 8
For Clerk
Frank L. Schultz, 82
Politics did not show up at all
and some local matters affected
the vote in some places but all
was peacable and friendly. The
new Board will take charge of
things for the next two years
and the old members retiring
will have one less night a month
to spend working for the common

er

more.

Washington. D. C In connection
with the conviction of Senator Truman H. Newberry of Michigan for con
spiring to commit election fraud, and
the imposition of a sentence of two
years in prison, it is now a matter of
comment in Washington that defeat
of ratification of the peace treaty was
due to the presence of Senator Newberry in the Senate.
The slender majority gained by Senator Newberry's presence in a seat
which the Michigan court has adjudged him guilty of obtaining by criminal
practices, enabled the Republicans to
organize the Senate and control all

statis-bett-

,

Will. Gilstrap entertained a party
of Goud, Oklahoma, friends last week.
They drove. through to look at land
here ami he took t!um eat around the
;in'-- a iind 'trp t; Gladstone.'- They- ap
precia ted this ír.csa and will buy in
when they f.r.d tin cha! thy;- - vant.
They were B. Z. Ilarndcn, stepfather
of Mrs. Gilstrap, Joe ILnsley, John
Smith, R. A. Moran, all of Gould.
-
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on the
Hasting impression for
regard to much of the public business..
minds of young and old alike.
,
It was unquestionably Republican
I. C. Dodds and wife teft last
Rev. O. W. Hearn was alled by tility to the President that prompted;
week for the home of his mother
the relentless fight agninst the treaty;
He may be unable
of peace.
in the East.
to return to Roy for some time
A. X. Illinski, president of the N;.
The
has installed & new engine
but he knows now he is coming with
a nlnnh M. Stnte Kehnnl nf- Minea
run the
. ..
, .ia
-- - tn
x
M tinh
...v.. nmnlo
innmr
back.
jand some to spare for the electric licist for oil activities in certain drs
.
lighting system we are going to in- - tricts.
His last pamphlet is advertising, ihe
Diil vnn know that Cal Jones ta11 alonE Wltn n lnotype. Ihis and
our new office desk, odds class to the Puertocito oil field, which 3 like alt
and wife were living on the Fes
shop and we are beginning tf, the rest of N. M., still to be developed'
sler farm north of Roy, and have feel that Roy catt grow some more and it smells strongly of the urge of
before it gets away from us aguiu.
private graft. Mr. Illinski insinuat- We
been for some time?
ingly suggests" the copying oí" large
till now.' ; They are going
The Liberty Garage received six portions of his "Bulletin" as news for
farm it and get rich, instead of new Chevrolets last week in a flat car our readers.
They were protected by tarpaulins, j We have tried to avoid bding the
railroading all their lives.
and arrived safely but it was quite j medium for the exploitation of sella job unloading them. They are about fish interests and we resent the offer
Bunko
Johnny Nutter 'was in town all sold already and another car or- - of a position as "Ballyhoo-for-Stecrer.
the first time since dered.

Fred Deitz, of Mosquero, will
have a sale, Wednesday, April 21
bills next week.
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A. E. Clifford and wife are at
their old hsme in Solano again

after a long absence in the Pacif
ic coast states.
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party of young people of
assisted Louis Hughes to
oy
a"".
,
Oscar Aspgren, of Mosquero, re- f
his birthday, Tuesday
celebrate
m'
membered us with an advance year's ,w we
recent. evening. A fine time is report...hoorfntinn Ti.esdflv while in Rov on with him to inspect the lands
e
west of
other business. He is one of the ac- - 'ly opened for settlement
ed and Louis received many gifts
mountams
clunbmg
the
While
Fe.
U
promoters of the Solano Mill and
wheel
of
in
as tokens of esteem.
a
hub
out
,Ry turned the
Flpvt,i Co
A
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Mer0 iwfek and die kiiting

bulls and a car of
and several older herd bulls this
week to customers in different
parts of the country.
These
shipments are the result of sales
made rhrought their showing
made at the Cattlemen's Convention at Roswell recently.
The prices of this stock ranges
from $100. to $700. per head and
probably.no other herd in the
state oukf produce as many high
t
,! Ii.
class Duns as has Mr. Mitcneirs.
This stock is all shippei from

'2
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Wednesday from Texas whither
sad- inc is fin enríf in the Glorietta he went last week on the
region he doubts his ability to dest of all missions,
stay at work steady.

Equipment fitted to the farms
of America and sold on it's
merits not by price.

The Russel Company

a

ROY
I
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Pally Thtnght,
There
thp

Is nothing g

d or evil

yp l

wiil,'-Ei!ctetn- ?..

Mr.

Mericle, mother of George
H. and Will Mericle, of Mills
died Tuesday after an illness of
bat one day, aged 70 years.
Funeral was Wednesday and
interment at Mills cemetery,
S--

Saturday Only

enough for me".

two-year-ol- ds

lwer

j

assist

j

A. W. Drake orders his
returned from Era Texas, to
' T. E. Mitchell and Son, shipped Mosquero, be says "Texas is all
right but New Mexico is good
two cars of yearling White-fac- e

Power Farm Machinery

IH

;

of the Siswhose
ters of Roy,
House is at Adrian, Michigan,
was here recently for a visit and
at the same timó made arrangements with Father Vachon to o
pen the Parish School next Sept
ember.
The Father is working hard to
have the building ready in time.
The Sisters are now opening a
boarding school for girls and are
prepared to accept boarders at
any time.
The

j

ia

er in California.

his Ford and the car ran back over
ihis father, bruising him up badly but
(L R. Belknap of Mills, will have a not seriously injuring him. They filed
ale April lam t his farm. Col. Geo. on land at the same place Roy has hi
uocrirane is to be the Clerk.
claim.
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his il' 'Ps from Flu and Pneu- L. M. Livingston and family returnSam Strong was taken to Tucum-a- ri
to their rwme at Solano last week
ed
ever
is
thinner
than
lust wiHik by his sísUt; Mrs. Kate
motii.i
w,c
wiij' wntrh m'er
wnere-fm- j
'itiibiu,
h
rftivsihi!
tmQs
l.iir
,
it
"
' ,.,k,, thov
!i tnac
H BI.hn,l
thpir
i
run v:
.!,.:.. v.:
nt thr
on
now
from
will také on fat
Mr. Livingston nas improved nis new hospital where sh is in charge. Ho
farm, north of Solanq, and will live has been a very nick man and his n
s yttts slort of tne mraeu.
it and improve still more this
Gallegos
of
Gonzales,
Jacobo
mt.r.
He wa taken on a stretcher
ilous.
...:n i. ... .1.
i.....
N. M. is in Roy with his little
i.' leet
.i.
itub win dl'- i;aeiv uii ma
ueioro
rvP Milita Vau Kimiíí. i
I)ftrta
the
Plum
is
who
at
son, Jacobito,
own
of
his
business
estate
e a real
lee Hospital for an operation.
land will deal in farm lands in addi- H
Krabbenschmidt and wife
Ition to his other other activities in nd ,(Jr arrwd ,agt weefc from Ra
The
is getting out h
Mills.
and are preparing to reside here
CARD OF THANKS
1,,an'i3- '
future. Mr, Krabbenschmidt is tho
j
Vice President of the Bank of Roy and
.,.,'11
rl, ,..-For all the kindnesses shown
ii.i:..i. .
tv til uciuii; via
inn wuicr vun its coiauiinnHughes
ti.niBmen(. an(j advancement.
Mr. R. If.
us bv our manv friends in ourl Miss Fannie
y Bentley is the cashier, and is also hero
in r.h (bath flf taut tO L, F. LViVer, in tUe
.Mf
ne eQjipment is expect
- on t'10
busi,if anA mnthpr (Photograph call 3ry.ed any aay now ana business win picK
proper up as soon as it is installed. Other
has grown to
we are profoundly grateful and "ess
an
necei officers are Mr. John W. Harris of La?
is
that
tions
shall ever cherish you in our
Vegas, President, and Henry Stone
!sary- 2nd Vice President.
hearts.
The new bank starts with a capiJas. W. Johnson and Children
Dr. Gamble, and wife came up tal and surplus of ?30,000.00 and their
temporary building in the F. M. Co.
Granville Kitchell went to! from Mosquero Wednesday and machine tshed quite ttractive incido
Glorietta, N. M. Wednesday to were guests at the J. VV. Robison
home near Pleasant View,"
build a house for F. E. Epps.
The Beck Motor Co. received two
Demo
the
carload of motor trucks, Fordsons and.
Grant plans to attend
,
W, .Johnson. $rf retiirrec! Fords this week.
,
cratic meeting at Albuque;;
r'
4

w!s

a Business men's association
and
(meeting in Albuquerque
stores
at
visiteo,
tne
N.
Ancho,
Lnas.
Ilieiu
Belknap,
of
Mrs. C. C.
Las Vegas, returning for her.
A. Roy. She. was with
Mrs. lnson is getting along
th
fine
Mrs.
since the operation but is, of
to California on a vacation trip.
Belknap is agent for the E. P. & S. course, not strong as yet.
W. at Ancho, and will visit her moth-
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Born, Monday, April "th, to
Committee Mr. and Mrs. Will Scott, a soil.
the Foreign .Relations
against the peace treaty and President
Reports are all to the good,
Wilson, and thereby made it possible
to load down the treaty with destrucMr. and Mrs. John Uibson are
tive reservations, which, after many
months of wearying debate, resulted the proud parents of a 3!b. boy
in the defeat of ratification.
who arrived at their home on
Wednesday. : We have "John's
F. S. Strickland, manager of the
'
Roberts & Olver Lumber business in word for it that he is a really
Hoy is looking forward to a Commer - ; wonderful hoy
cial Club or otner organization in ivoy
t
that will take up matters of public:
impulse
Mr.
and Mrs. Al Hanson
welfare and give them the
Trini-lía- n
that will set them going to tne enu turne(j Wednesday
Ol ma King iuy a iftu luwu.
hcic o dad, where Mrs.
1IT .
son has
we nope
more power to nis punen,
he don't stop ringing the bell till some been in a hospital following a
of the dead ones have to wake up and serious operation,
Al. attended
do something or get out of the way
,

,

w"o

.

and jarred on it for several hours
He drilled
finally losing the hold.
around it awhile and tried again and
will eventually get the thing out of
the way.

Wo ara tn hnvn n regular corres
pondent from Mosquero in future and
that thriving town will get some oi
the publicity due it it he really wants
it. bom-.- ' day, when we get nxed lor
it wo are goms to start a live Demo
crane weekly at Mosquero along with
and another or two that w 11
the
help more in the development of this
mesa than a lot of sclhsn private en.
terprises have or will do. This mesa
is all good and it will grow better all
together than it will just in one place.

Fred S. Brown, 71
F. H. Foster, 17

m

Mr. Bagwell got a grab on the lost -

arm rtullpnv
Rrttr
Kif i.
vw jr nmil
HIV.
juavtuumj mv
' i MahIov
I'll an tKrt

.

sure-enoug-

J. Floersheim 69
J. W. Beck, 68

iTHE NEW MEXICO SPECIAL
REVENUE COMMISSION

The New Mexico Special Revenua
The School Board of Roy met The Easter program given at the rmmM:nn
nrnvl,iH
h
tha
in regular session Monday even-- ! Christian church Sunday evening at-- State Legislature at Its special ees-- I
ed a large audience, packing thejéon eonsjsts of H
trac
j IIagerma of
ing and appointed members to building beyond
its seating capacity. Roswi;lli w. G. Hayden o(
VcjJ)W(
fill vacancies in that body.
The children had been drilled and .Inhn .Wrns f Knntn P Jn v si,,,,..
Lopez,
K.
The appointees are
trained by Mrs. Hearn, Mrs. Gilstrap dan. of Silver City, and A. G. Simms
and were a briKht-- of Albuquerque. At the organization
and L E Deubler Mr. Lopez and
and enthusiastic group of meeting held March 24 and 25, 1920,
,attractive
ri-mHmrd
as Llerk nf tho
entertaner8. The stage setting te- - at Santa Fe. Mr. Haeerman was m.i,l.
to uCcC)t the appointment and cently installed in the church added chairman, Rupert F. Asplund, secreAlbert fjranch was elected Clerk. materially to the effectiveness of the tary, and Clara H. Olsen, executive
program and the songs, choruses, and clerk. The only salary provided for
The' Hoard is now fully organ readings by the children were all very is that of Miss Olsen,
who will reized, Mrs. Willcox, Mrá. Ogden good. The very little ones were es- ceive ?100 per month, as the small
and pleasing in
appropriation of $5000 will not perand Dr. Self, the old member 3 pecially bright
and the pretty young mothers mit of a large paid staff. A plan of
with tho help of the two new who were obliged to appear with them investigation was adopted covering
appointees should be able to were not the least attractive features the following: I. Revenue Requirements.
II. Revenue Sources.
III.
of the of the play.
handle the business
The ladies who trained these chil Special Investigations. It is the pur
Schools for the coming year ac- dren and imbued them with the en pose of the Commission to first as- ceptably to all.
thustastic Easter spirit, have builded: certain actual conditions with
than they knew and it is re-- , tics covering a ten year period,
to get away from the rush imdly to consider recommendations for
Joim Shamblin and Martin of the times to see a little bit of high j changes, holding hearings in all parts
of the state, and thirdly to formula ta'
idealism, illustrated in the
Rhyne returned Wednesday from of the Eaater story. It is especially a codification of our system of public
Yuma, Arizona, where they each wecome just now when so many forces revenues and expenditures. After th$
bought a' 10 acre tract of gov't are at work in the world trying to preliminary data have been gathered,
counteract tho influence the Easier a work which will cover the next two
irrigated land and plan to make thought has had on the world, and months, public organizations and qual- when the ideal of "Peace on Earth" mea persons representing
their winter homes in future.
various
been so nearly accomplished and groups of citizens and different interThey report wheat nearly has
yet held back for awhile by the work- ests in the state will be invited to preready for harvest, and every- ers of the powers of darkness clothed sent their views by briefs or through
hearings in regard to the phases of
thing as fine as they expected to with a little brief authority.
revenue and taxation in which thev
The trained choir under directa
find it. A box of grape fruit
of Rev. O. W. Hearn rendered several ,ar interested
which they brought home with special Easter songs and on the whole
Bitter animosity to President Wilthem is proof that it Ms Some the program was a real success and
son has come to be the mainspring of
such
a
as
leaves
an
entertainment
winter climate.
the Republican Senate's action with
good

HOLDER WHITE
The Village election in Roy
April 1st the wedding of Col. F. 0. passed off quietly Tuesday, about
White and Mrs. John Holder was an- nounced and most ot the Colonels all the voters in town registered
inends tooK it ior anotner 01 nis jones their choice but there was no
h
but it wasn't. They are
among
or rivalry
married and he has taken his bride excitement
to his home and they are "living hap. candidates.
pily ever after," A party of friends
The vote was
called and "serenaded" them with
For Mayor
much noise and hilarity Friday night.
SALLEE DIKEMAN
Last Wednesday evening Mr. H. W.
Dikeman and Miss Sallee of Mills, ac
companied by the young lady's mother, came to Roy and enlisted the good
offices of Rev. O. W, Hearn, to tie the
nuptial knot which made them twain
for life. The bride is the eldest daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Sallee of the Wilson tract, a prominent tractor-farer, sne nas been casnier at tne wu- 3on Co. store at Mills for the past
year and is the prettiest and smartest
little bride Mills has seen in many a
day. The groom is the trusted and
and accountant
efficient
for the Wilson Co. at Mills and a
young man of ability in his calling as
well as talented in many other lines
and one you just have to like even if
he does play fa3t ball with the opposing team.
Here's wishing them everything
their fondest dreams anticipate and

Easter Program

School Board

Roy Election

Weddings

WILL THE SENATE CONCUR?

13

Canned White Cherries reg

Arrangements are about completed for a real hotel in lioy. Too
soon to tell about it this week.
The breaking of the rope at the
but did
little harm. The "Grab sent after it slipped on over the stub
and Pul!ed ifc out s.afelv
.1
X. ' nam
rope,
ins - ia- ueueve mat
would break as straight off as it
did without help and there is a
j lot of con jed ture as to
the cause.

price 40c sale price 35c 3 for $1
Quaker Corn Flakes 10c pkg.
Pearl White soap 4 bars for 25c

Roy well gave us a scare

j

,1

(VVatch'this sjjace every week.)
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ROY TRABÍÑG COMPANY,
"A

Profitable-Plac-

to Trade"

THE

Backache and Kidneys
Backache of any

FOKZIC7.

COiiDEW!

aína is oiten

caused by kidney
disorder,
which
mean
that the

OF FRESH

I1EVS

kidneys are not
working

proper-

ly.
Poisonous
matter and urio
acid accumulate
within the body
in great abundance, overworking the sick

kidneys,

blood causes

backache in the
same manner as
tion in the bead
causes headache.

become nervous; despondent, sick.
feverish, irritable, have spots appearing
before the eyes, bagsunder the lids, and lacir,
ambition to do things.
The latest and most effective means of
overcoming this trouble, is to eat sparingly
of meat, drink plenty of water between
meals and take a single Anurio tablet before
each meal for a while.
Simply ask your druggist for Anurio
if you aren t feeling up to
the standard. If you have lumbago, rheumatism, dropsy, begin immediately this
treatment with Anurio,
The physicians and specialists at Dr.
Pieroe's Invalids' Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y.,
have thoroughly tested this prescription
and have been with one accord successful in
radicating these troubles.
Patients having once used Anurio at the
Institution have repeatedly sent back for
more. Buch a demand has been created
that Doctor Pieroe decided to put Anurio in
the drug stores of this country, in ready-to-uform.
Omaha, Nebr. "I ached all over and
felt so badly that I could not sleep at night,
my bladder seemed weak, gave me consid- erable trouble, and caused stinging sensations.
I read an advertisement of Dr.
'
Pierce's Anuria
and pur- -t
chased
bottle. It was only a few days
before I felt wonderfully relieved, and all
the soreness left me. I am glad to endorse
such a worthy medicine and always shall
recommend it" MRS. W. C. ZESCÜ- -'
MAN, 1832 N. 17th St.

'

se

'

Balked His Desire.

gentleman and his wife were ad
miring some college buildings erected
Presently they
by wealthy alumni.
Came to a noble hall, over the main
entrance of which was a tablet read
ing, "Erected by John C. Black, as a
memorial to his beloved wife."
"Oh," he said with a sigh, "that la
What I should like to do for my col
lege." And for the Ufe of him he
couldn't understand why his wife suddenly became cold to him.
A

Stunned.
"If labor persists in Its arrogance,
said the town man, "the time will come
when the hired man who does a full
and honest day's work will be de
nounced as a traitor by his class."
"The hired man who does good
astoundedly yelled
gosh I what7"
Farmer Bentover. Kansas City Star.
and Tongs.

"What's all that racket overhead?"
' "S-e- h
I
The composer above Is con
posing a lullaby."
;

Sur
6

BCLLANS

Hot

water

Sure Relief

E
LZJ FOR

LL-A- NS

INDIGESTION

WATCH
THE BIG 4
Stomach-Kidne-

PATCH

M

IMPORTANT

DI

PUT INTO SHORT,

ORISP PARAGRAPHS.

STORY OF

THE WEEK

conges-

STon

Hammer

LATEST

hence

the congestion of

similar

THI

y

Keep' the vital organs healthy by
regularly taking the world's standard remedy for kidney, liver,
Wadder and uric acid troubles

I

GOLD MEDAL

The National Remedy of Holland for
centuries and endorsed by Queen Wllhel-nln-a.
At all druggists, three sizes,
li for Ik naii Cold Medal ea every boa
ad accept bo Imitation

t

r

VaselinH

iseline
PjfUs.ct.0ir.

PETROLEUM JELLY

Forbiirns, cuts,
sprains and all
sldn irritations:
Relieves dryness

of scalp.

THI

HOWINQ

VINT!

PROQRISt

SPANISH-AMERICA-

OP

IN OUR OWN AND

PORIIQN LANDS.
Vf estará New.paper Cnloa Hews Servios.

WES TEEN.

Bolnheviat troop have penetrated to
Petrovsk on the Caspian sea, red cav
alry occupying that town, according
to a wireless from the soviet govern
ment at Moscow.
A crowd estimated to number 200,- 000 attended a meeting organised by
the Socialists In protest against the
action of King Christian In dissolving
the Zahle cabinet
Socialists representing all industries
In Germany have declared a war on
the government owing to Its attitude
towards the Ruhr workers, according
to an Exchange Telegraph dispatch
from Berlin.
Rumania Is appealing to Japan to
help In the reconstruction of the coun
try, and Is hoping to obtain something
which Rumania
desperately needs,
said Crown Prince Charles to the cor
respondent of the London Dally Mall
at Cairo.
Prohibition party leaders of British
Columbia are to ask the provincial
government for a referendum on the
question of "bone dry" prohibition. At
present liquor can be obtained In Can
ada on prescriptions and under the

It DUISBURG
REICHSWEHR

TROOPS

CITY WITH CUNS, DRIVING
RADICAL8 OUT.

EASTER
RED8

MADE
WHEN

ex-k-

cxiesescjucii mfg. co.
Statt

Street

FRECKLES
.

New

York

RtMOVEO by Dr. IWrr's
Tor trufbt or bf
rrchl Otntr
sil, we. frm book. Or. C. H. Mrry

mtTtVILT

W. N. U, DENVER, NO.

20,

In Gold

You cannot mistake the words of Mr. W. W. Northrup, of 908 Fourth
Street, Sioux City, Iowa. He is enthusiastic about bis present health and
and wants everyone to know it Here is a rethe merits of
cent letter from felm :

8TAND,
TROOPS

b worth tit weight Is toll
and then some. I used to think It only a woman', remedy bat have chanted my miad.
I bwi a couth, especially In the moraine
WM
After nunc halt a bottle of
much better, I would cough up cluwki of
phlegm and mucus, my ere itched and bothered me. Judging (rom the symptoms given
In youialmaaic It was catarrh. My stomach
b In much better condition alnce atina your
medicine."
"Use this testimonial, It you with. Don't
hesitate toadvertiie the merits olPsVRUNA,"
(Sltned) W. W. NORTHRUP.

BUT FLED
MADE

CHARGE.

(

Western Newspaper Union New Service.

Dulsberg,

5.

N..

-3'

There are thousands Just like Mr. Northrup, skeptical at first but
convinced by a trial of
DON'T BS AN UNBELIEVER.
then tell your
If your trouble ! of a catarrhal nature, try
friends. It is fine after an attack of grip or Spanish Flu.

Tablets or Liquid

Gold Everywhere

rom CATAH ItH ANO CATARRHAL CONDITIONS
Sew to Speak.
(threading his needle)
Surgeon
Feel much like laughing, Houlihan?
Victim (of an accident) Save your
funny sthorles, docthor ye'll have me
Buffalo Ex
n stitches soon enough
press.
1

SHE WEARS NOTHING
FADED AND SHABBY
But "Diamond Dyes" Her Old, Apparel
Fresh and New.

Don't worry about perfect results.
Use "Diamond Dyes," guaranteed to
give a new, rich, fadeless color to any
fabric, whether it be wool, silk, linen,
goods, dresses,
cotton or mixed
blouses, stockings, skirts, children's
eoats, feathers everything
Direction Book in package tells how
to diamond dye over any color. To
match any material, have dealer show
you "Diamond Dye" Color Card. Adv.
1

FOUND HIS OCCUPATION GONE
Weary Wanderer Another Victim of
the Horrors of War, as He
Explained to Housewife.

h

don't feed tramps readily
nowadays, with work so plentiful and
men so badly needed In almost all
occupations, and a tramp has to be
a bit brighter than formerly with his
excuses If he "gets by" the average
tale. One
housewife with a hard-lucthat came to the back door of a Múñele residence the other day will not
fall to make good In his particular
"profession" anywhere.
"I'm out of work," he explained to
Mrs. Housewife, as she stood frowning down on him, "because the war
destroyed the only occupation I ever
had been taught the occupation
my father taught me and that I always had followed until this terrible
war came on."
"What was your Job the war ended?" asked Mrs. Housewife, a shade
of Interest and even of commiseration entering her voice as she spoke.
"Tramping, mum." was the almost
tearful reply. Indianapolis News.
Women

k

Tunneling Machine.
A Texas plumber Is the Inventor of
a hand operated tunneling machine
for laying sewer pipes without digging

trenches.

Varied Cllmea, Varied Habits.
Natives of hot climates who spend
much time in the water rarely use
soap except for a shave or shampoo.
The Eskimo Is a reckless bather
during the fishing season, when he la
forced to wade to disentangle his nets,
but his wife and family think handling;
wet nets absolves them from further

bathing rites.

FRECKLES
b

the Tima to Cat Rid of
These Ugly Spots.
There's Bo longer the slightest need oi
feeling ashamed of your freckles, as Othlne
double strength Is guaranteed to remove
these homely spots.
Simply get an ounce of Othlne doubls
strength from your druggist, and apply a
little of It night and morning and yo
should soon see that even the worst freckles
have begun to disappear, while the lighter
It is seldom,
ones have vanished entirely.
that more than one ounce Is needed co completely clear the sklu and gala a beautiful
clear complexion.
Be sure to ask for the double strength
Othlne, a this Is sold under guarantee ol
money back If it falls to remove freckles.
Now

DON'T

WHINE

IN

SICK ROOM

Remember to Carry Cheer, Not Sympathy to Those Who Are Temporarily "Shut In."
Every one Is called upon now and
Condithen to visit the sick room.
tions surrounding the bedside visitations present a wide variation. There
Is one rule that holds good under all
conditions, and that Is to carry cheer
and sunshine not a long face, but á
smile. If the patients are able talle
to them of what Is going on outside.
A
Help them to forget themselves.
man who for over twenty years had
been pnralyzed, was visited by a
friend who was profuse In expressing
his sympathy and regret at the sick
man's helplessness. As he was about
to leave, the afflicted man said, "Come
again, won't you, but when you da
please forget to tell me that you are
sorry for me as every one tells me that.
I've heard It every day for twenty
years. Help me to forget
Bring
me a breath of the outside world."

it

Flowers are always a gracious help
making the sickroom a place of
A book or a magazine also
cheer.
helps. Thrift Magazine.m;
In

:..

No Wonder.
you, that girl rings true."
"No wonder, when she's a
American.

''I tell

belled-Baltim-

ore

It takes a man. with a cheek of brass When used as a cloak religion Is a
misfit on most people.
to boast of his heart of gold.
nmra
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a.

Same Ihir Price As
Before The War
and the same pure,
wholesome beverade so
mam have enjoyed bv

jrears.

PüSñM
a

has

pleasing coffee

--

Ife flavor hut is more
economical than coffee
and has the added value
of absolute freedom from
caffeine or other harmful ingredients.

d

EEFUSE SUBSTITUTES

ItUclglit

BRINGS PEACE

house-to-hous-

Anglo-America-

Worth

SWEEP

Rhenish Prussia, April
Easter brought real peace to Dulsberg. After heavy fighting, the government troops drove the reds out
combing the Industrial district to the
south around Wanhelm and the woods
toward Mulhelm, where the scattered
permit system.
are believed to have fled.
reds
One thousand residents of Rlxal
province, twenty miles from Manila,
Dulsberg, Rhenish Prussia. Reich-weh- r
marched to Governor General Harrl
troops marched Into Dulsburg
sons office and presentod a protest
out the radical element
and
cleared
against the sale of 10,000 acres of su
army in pitched battles In
gar plantation lands to Japanese cap of the red
Machine gun and rifle
ltallstg. The sale price was reported the streets.
bullets swept the business district like
to be $200,000.
a driving rain, artillery threw solid
Prince Joachim Albert of Prussia, shot and shrapnel and hand grenades
e
cousin of former Emperor William, and were tossed. There was
who recently was arrested and Incar
fighting In some quarters. Four
cerated In the Moablt prison, charged citizens were killed and a number were
with having fomented an attack on Injured.
A child was killed on the
members of the French commission in Belgian side of the Rhine and a BelBend.
the dining-rooof the Hotel Adlon, gian soldier was shot In the hand. The
Sale of the Home Oil Refining Com has been released from prison. The relchswelir a end hed casualties, It
n
Oil Com prince has been forbidden to reside in is officially announced, were light.
pany to the
pany of London has been completed at Berlin.
A detachment of police undertook to
search
houses for resisting reds, while
Fort Worth, Texas. The sum Involved
The allies have delivered a new note
the government artillery took up a poin the transaction was $30,000,000, It to Holland on
the subject of the
sition north of the old gates of Dulswas said. The Home company was
ser. They emphasise the responsibility burg,
from which spot It placed shots
placed In the hands of a receiver two
which the Dutch government assumed where the reds were grouped, princimonths ago.
In guarding Wllhelra.
This note did pally In the high school grounds.
The first wage petition tried before
as reported, accept Holland's sug
not
The first shots between the troops
Relations
new
Industrial
Kansas
the'
gestion that the
be Interned and the reds were fired in Kaiser- Court resulted In a victory for the at Doom, but
let The Hague know berg, on the eastern end of the city.
workers. Decision No. 1 was handed
that such solution was not regarded as Fighting soon followed In the downdown by the court at Topeka granting
town streets of Dulsburg, the relchsan Increase In wages to linemen of satisfactory.
Three thousand five hundred three-Inc- h welir advancing from corner to cor
the Topeka Edison Company from 60
to 07 H cents an hour.
field guns have been found by the ner, driving the reds before them.
Remnants of the melting reds gath
Harold Halstead of San Francisco interallied commission in the vloinlty
ered
around Bismarck's monument,
Si
to
on
road
the
was shot and killed
of Berlin alone, and altogether 12,000
when
fled
the troops charged.
miles of these guns have thus far been diserra Blanca, Texas, sixty-nin- e
The reds, who numbered only 200 or
east of El Paso, according to Informa
covered throughoat Germany, as well 300, were driven out within two and
tlon received at El Paso, Texas. He as 6,000 airplanes Intact According
desultory fighting
was In an automobile with C. P. Craw to the terms of the treaty of Versailles a half hours, but
Into the night as small
ford, a business associate of El Paso the German army should now have continued
nests of the radical element were loand Topeka, Kan., at the time.
only 204 three-Incguns and no air cated and cornered. The number of
planes whatsoever.
WASHINGTON.
reds captured was not announced.
The correspondent saw reds who
Mrs. Edward Bell, wife of the sec GENERAL.
had been captured passing through the
retary of the American embassy at
The Pacific Mall Company's steamstreets with their hands In the air.
Tokio, has been appointed counselor of er
Columbia, reported ashore on a
Citizens said that reds were executed,
the embassy. She is the first woman sand spit In the harbor of
yhoma, but this is denied. No brutal acts were
ifi be named foa this position. s
hastbeen refloated wlthoufuomage.
observed.
Nation-wid- e
reports from federal re
Capt John M. Foots of Chicago, an
The city, which has lived In a state
public
made
at
serve bank officials,
army pilot during the war, was killed
matWashington disclose their opinion that when a monoplane he was flying fell of fear for three weeks, took the
era of "extravagance and 1,000 feet to the ground near Roose ter coolly. The street cars continued
the post-wa- r
operating in all parts of the town exreckless buying by the public is near- - velt field, Mineóla, N. Y.
cept where the fighting was hot, but
lng Its end."
Earnings
of the National Leather cellars were popular.
An airplane mall service operating
Company, organised last year to take
between New York and 8an Francisco over
the tanning properties of Swift
Marshal Joffre to Visit Spain.
by
by way of Chicago was authorized
k Company, were $4,603,208 In
last
Madrid. Final arrangements have
the Senate In adopting an amendment six months of 1919, according the
to the been made for the approaching visit of
to the postoffice appropriation bill.
report
of
concern
pub
made
first
the
by
Marshal Joffre to Spain. He will first
The sum of $1,450,000 la set aside
lie at Chicago.
greet King Alfonso either at San Sethe bill to be used by the postmaster
General Pershing was a member of bastian or Madrid, proceeding after
general In purchasing, equipping and
the party that witnessed the launching ward to Barcelona.
Barcelona's prin
operating the mall planes.
army
transport
Chaumont
of
the
will be a florat
his
in
event
honor
cipal
request
The Supreme Court, at the
Philadelphia.
Miss Juila C. Stlnson al festival.
of the government, has taken a hand
Washington, selected by General
In the boundary controversy between of
Pershing,
was the sponsor. She served
Involving
the
Investigate Substitute Charges.
Texas and Oklahoma,
In France as an army nurse.
Red River valley oil lands, and Issued
New Orleans, La. United States
Grover Cleveland Bergdoll, wealthy
two Injunctions, to remain In effect
District Attorney Henry Mooney, with
pending final decision In proceedings young Phlladelphlan, recently court the assistance of representatives of the
The first martlaled fur desertion because of his Department of Justice, have started In
Instituted by Oklahoma.
prohibits Texas from Issuing permits alleged failure to report for military vestigation of charges that Cuban su
affecting contested lands. Under the service under the draft, was sentenced gars were being imported here, refined
second, both states are enjoined from to five years in prison, according to a and sold at a large profit as Louisiana
"
removal of oil or gas well machinery. decision of the court In New York.
sugar.
Capt. John M. Foote of Chicago,
With the navy pay bill stalled in
Congress, desertions increasing at an chief test pilot for the L. W. F. En
Wear Overalls Till Prices Drop.
alarming rate and enlistments averag- glneerlng Corporation of Long Island,
Fla. As a protest against
Tampa,
ing only 800 a week, the navy Is now was killed in a full of 1,000 feet near
nearly 60,000 men short of the num- Roosevelt field. He was flying a mon- high prices, 500 citizens, dressed In
ber required to man the fleets, accord- oplane of the company at the time. overalls and called, marched to the
ing to reports at Washington.
Capt Foote was rushed to a hospital, courthouse square ond signed a peti
Charges of delay, incompetency and where he died. During the war Capt.
misplacement of former service men Foote was test pilot for the govern- tlon pledging themselves not to buy
expensive garments so long as present
In vocational training by the federal ment.
Ray Schalk, the crack catcher of the prices prevailed.
board for vocational education were
The petition, pre
made before the House education com- White Sox, American League cham sented later to the mayor, appealed for
mittee by Cornelius W. WIckersham, pions, expects to complete his one a limit on the profits of manufacturers
representing the American Legion of thousandth major league game before
and retailers, and charged the former
New York.
the summer Is over. The plucky little
with profiteering.
games
forty
backstop
of
now
Is
$60,000,000
within
for
of
An appropriation
the aviation forces of the army for the that mark. This record has been made
Women Immigrants Two to One.
coming fiscal year has been asked by In less than eight years. Few big
Major General Menoher, director of league catchers have reached the one
New York. Foreign war widows,
the air service, appearing before the thousand mark.
pensioners of their governments, and
House military affairs committee. He
With their heads badly crushed and other industrial
mostly
stated that $23,000,000 Is necessary for their throats cut, five small children
women, constitute the larger part of
training and operation.
of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Cowart were
Print paper costing not more than found dead In a tent In which they the Immigrants now coming to this
8 cents a pound would be admitted had been making a temporary home country, according to a statement Istax free under a bill amending the three miles south of Elk City, Okla. sued by the Inter-RaciCouncil. Imrevenue act, passed unanimously by The wife and mother lay beside the migration officials
port state
of
this
with her throat badly
the House and sent to the Senate. children
The present law fixed 5 cents as the slashed. An ax,' razor and butcher that women and girls have in the last
limit, but members said none at that knife, all bloodstained, were found in few weeks outnumbered the men two,
price was obtainable for Import
the tent.
and sometimes three to one.
The Mexican government soon will
The report that William G. McAdoo,
resume payment of Interest on its for- former secretary of the treasury, had
Canada to Have Air Force.
eign debt the Mexican embassy at severed connections with the United
Ont. A Canadian air force
Ottawa,
Washington has been advised by the Artists' Corporation, was confirmed by
Is to be formed Immediately.
The per
Mexico City foreign office. This in officers of the corporation at New
will
be
sonnel
drawn
from
ranks
of
government
was
as
who
of
the
he
had
retired
York,
said that
tention
former officers and airmen of the Royal
In a decree recently issued by counsel for the movie stars. The septhe Department of Finance. Interest aration was amicable, they said, and air forces resident In Canada. The force
payments have not been made since they could not discuss the matter fur- probably will be limited to about 5,000
men, Inclusive of all ranks, and the
1914.
ther.
of distinguished service
Award
Armed bandits at Kansas City held training centers will not number more
crosses to MaJ. Gen. John L. Hines up messengers carrying the payroll of than one or two to begin with for the
and Lieut. Col. Theodore Roosevelt Swift ft Co., packers, from the Drov- - whole dominion. The age limit is set
has been announced at the War
era' National Bank to the packing at 30 for Junior officers and 38 for
senior officers.
plant and escaped with $45,840.

The United Shoe Machinery Company
of Massachusetts was enjoined by
Judge Trleber In the United States District Court at St Louis from enforcing
any of the lease clauses In contracts
made before the passage of the Clay-te- a
antitrust act In 1914
Alloe True Qentle, grand opera singer, filed suit at Santa Crua for divorce
from Dr. Robert Bruce Gentle, New
York dentist. The complaint charges
desertion. The couple were married In
Seattle In 1000, and hare one eon,
Bruce Qentle, 14 years old.
A German revolver he had captured
overseas was used by Harold Wood,
South Bend, Ind., world war veteran,
In an attempt to commit suicide. Little
hope Is entertained for his recovery,
"You know the cause of this," said a
note addressed to his mother at South

says

A Voleo From Cloux City, Iowa,

REDS ROUTED

"There's
,

a JPeason"

Made by
Postum Cereal Company..' Battle Creeh.MlcrL
.
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Pneumonía T

MANY ILL WITH
DEADLY TYPHU

Often follow.

Neglected CoIcT
KILL THS COLDI

quiíiif!e

CASCARA

Two Million

Cases

In

Russia-Condi-

ult

....
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emache
Often Caused by
ch

Tea, Indeed, moie often than ron think.
Beoauaa
starting with In.
digestion, heartburn, belching, food-repeInf, bloat and laa, If not checked, will even
tuIIy affect every vital organ of the body.
Severe, blinding, (putting headache
are,
therefor, of frequent occurreno a a result
of thla upeet condition.
Take BATON 10. It quickly banlahea acid
Btomach with It sour bloat, pain and gas.
It alda dlgeetion help the atomach get
full strength from every mouthful of food
yon eat. Millions of people are miserable,
weak, alck and ailing became of
Poisons, created by partly digested food charged with acid, are absorbed
Into the blood and dlatributed throughout
the entire system. This often causes rheumatism, biliousness, cirrhosis of the liver,
heart trouble, ulcers and ven cancer of
the atomach. It rob lta victima of tbelr
health, undermine
the strength of the
most vigorous.
If you want to get back roar physical
and mental strength be full of vim and
vigor enjoy I1Í and be happy, you must
get rid of your
In EATONIC you will find the very help
and It's guaranteed. Bo get a big
rou need
box from your druggist today. If It
falls to pleas you, return It and he will
refund your money.
F",J'"

ATOMIC

Q

(ToiTyodr

Several of Its Officer! and Men Have
Died, Among Them One In Charge
at Tarnopol 8hortage
of Supplies.

-

Warsaw. General Petlura's Ukrainian government, which, despite its
amazing weakness, remains the nearest approach to organized authority
that exists between the East Qallclan
frontier and the Dnieper, has sent Its
minister of public works, Mr. Bézalko,
to Warsaw to appeal for assistance in
fighting the Incredible typhus conditions In the Petlura country. He reports that 10,000 men, the remnants of
Petlura's Ukrainian force, have been
stricken with the disease and that the
30,000 men of the East Gallclan army,
commanded by Pavlenko, who from
with
time to time have
Petlura, are In an almost equally bad
About half the cases have
plight.
In
available to care for the sick.
ptoved fatal.
consequence the percentage of deaths
Hands Are Occupied.
Is now enormous, Czechowitz says.
It Is virtually certain that the Poles
Usually Follows War.
will not be able to give assistance to
epidemic as the present one
an
Such
the Ukrainians because their hands
Inevitably follows a period of
are more than occupied in combating almost
war In central Europe. It is to be atthe spread of the disease in Poland.
tributed to insufficient food supplies,
There Is some typhus in Warsaw
weakening the resistance of the peo5,000 cases perhaps; Dvlnsk, recently
ple, and to lack of clothing, frequently
an
in
Is
bolshevlki,
captured from the
difficult even for
appalling condition ; the epidemic has making cleanliness
and Imposswept In virulent form as far west as the moderately
poor.
the
for
sible
normal
activities
Cracow, where the
A common assertion is that typhus
are half paralyzed ; In most of the vilgreat a menace to social quiet
lages on the eastern frontiers more Is as
But competent observbolshevlsm.
as
and
sick
are
than half the Inhabitants
beUgyjg this. The peonot
do
ers
here
there Is a disturbing amount of typhus
part of the world, they
in the array. Where 20 fumigating ma- ple of this
come through centuries
argue,
have
;
one
Poles
needed,
have
the
chines are
peril
accept
of typhus as an
the
to
where a gallon of carbolic acid is reCerconcomitant of life.
quired they have a gill.
Poles one hears little outfrom
tainly
typhus
commission,
The American
conditions; it is only
which, with 5,000 men and 750 officers, cry at present
known Western civilcame here last summer to prepare 'to those who have
shocked by the spread
are
who
ization
combat the disease this winter, has
disease.
been overwhelmed ; even the vast sup- and virulence of the
The Polish cabinet has reached no
brought have
plies the commission
proposnl to quaranSeveral officers decision on the
proved insufficient.
country and it is hoped that
the
tine
and men of the commission have died,
service for
including a colonel who was In charge suspension of the railroad
well-to-d-
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U. S, RELIEF BOMB SWAPPED

Albuquerque,
M. That
N.
prehistoric peoples of New Mex
Ico did a good deal of Irrigating is Indicated by the remains
of canals and ditches found in
the state, as well as in other
parts of the Southwest, according to H. F. Robinson, head of
the Indian Irrigation" bureau
here.
The remains of 217 miles of
ditches built by the Pueblo Indians alone are to be found, and
there are evidences of elaborate
water systems at the Salt River
valley in Arizona.
These ditches were all dug by
hand, according to Mr. Robinson, and clay banks and beds
were constructed where the way
lay over a sandy plain, whlle the
method
of blasting through
rocks was to heat the rocks,
crack them with large stones
and remove them from the way.

well groomed
is an attractive

sight

Red
Cross
Bag
Blue
if used in
the laun-

dry will

of the work at Tarnopol. So there is
small prospect that Petlura can find
any help here.
Reliable reports Indicate that soviet
Russia is being devastated by the disease. In the recent exchange of prisoners between the Poles and the bolshevlki, there arrived here a Doctor
Czechowitz, who over a year ago was
Impressed Into the bolshevik service
as a sanitary expert and assigned to
the work of dealing with typhus. He
says that In March of last year there
were 1,340,000 known cases of typhus
In bolshevik Russia and that conditions this year are worse than last
year. He estimates that there are
now at least 2,000,000 cases In Russia.
The soviet government has almost no
facilities for controlling the disease
and comparatively few physicians are
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STAMBQUL"

You Can't Rub It Away;
Rheumatism is in the Blood
Never Cure. matism until you cleanse your
Liniments Will
If you are afflicted

CO"

:

Assert Ancient Tribes
Did Much Irrigating

In Poland

Standard cold renud for SO years
w uQiei lorm
aura,
opiate break up a cold la M
hour relieve
rip in dan.
V
LfMIMt k.Ak m
Iff I. 1.1!.
Mm. Ti urnbaa
Bed

"VIRGIN

tions

Appalling.

Acid-Stan-

SPANISH-AMERICA-

with Rheu-

matism, why waste time with liniments, lotions and other local applications that never did cure Rheumatism, and never will?
Do not try to rub the pain away.
Try the sensible plan of finding: the
cause of the pain, and go after
that Remove the cause, and you
remove the pain.
You will never be rid of Rheu
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Guticura Soap
The Safety Razor

Shaving Soap

to-da- y.
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re helping their husbands to prosper
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Photo taken In New York shows
Sari, the "Virgin of Stamboul," said
to be the most beautiful girl in Turkey, and heiress to $100,000,000, who
was discovered In New York by Sheik
Ben Mohammed, brother of the emir
of Hedjaz, who sent him on the search.
It is said that the pretty Sari arrived
here "with an American army officer
some months ago. The two worked
their way from Marseilles. After a
period the officer took to flight and
she took to dishwashing, later selling
flowers on the city streets.
However, all's well now. She Is

are clad"

"C i

they encouraK-- d them to so where thev could make home of their
own save oavinff rent and reduce cost of íivina- where thev
could reach prosperity and independence by buying en
y terms.

Fertile Land at $15 to $30 an Acre
land similar to that which through many years has yielded from

fO

to 45

bushel of wheat la the acre. Hundreds of farmers in Western
Canada have raised crops in a single season worth more than the whole
cost of their land. With such crops come prosperity, independence, good
bomes, and all the comforts and convenience which make for happy living.

Farm Gardens

m4A

Poultry

Dairying

re sources of income second only to grain growing and stock raising.
Good climate, good neighbors, churches.
INT'"schools, rural telephone, etc., give you the ii
opportunities of new land with the convenience of old settled districts.
literatura, mapa.
For
of
f arm oDDortuniti-- a In Manltooa. Saakatcbawan.
and Albarta, reduced railway ratea, etc., write
peparuaeat of Immigration, Ottawa. Can., or
W. V. BENNETT
Boom 4, Bee Bldg, Omaha, Wei,
Canadian Government Agent

staying at a leading hotel and won't
have to wash dishes any more. She
will return home with the sheik. It
is said her mother and father died of
grief over her disappearance. Sari is
said to be affianced to the emir and
upon return to Turkey will probably
be plrced under his Jurisdiction.

fen"

--

The United States' Many Wars.
Three Great Men.
I was making a speech at a banquet
The United States regular army has
and in the course of my remarks said : engaged In more than a hundred wars
"America has produced only three or military campaigns; about
great men Washington, Lincoln and
of them being with Indian
I, myself " Loud laughter drowned tribes. Independent, New York.
the rest of my remarks. I had intended to say, "think Theodore Roosevelt."
Important to all Women
two weeks, because of the coal crisis, But the laughter got my goat and I
upon
anythe
effect
saying
to
down
had
without
may have n favorable
sit
Readers of this Paper
typhus situation, which could never thing more. Exchange.
have attained the proportions it has
Thousands upon thousands of women
If travel had been supervised and reLOOK AT ASPIRIN
have kidney or bladder trouble and never
stricted a month ago.
suspect it.

Don't Dodge Dog Tax.
Falmouth. Ky. This county boasts
a 100 per cent dog tax record. There's
not a stray dog In the county and the
188 persons listed as delinquent came
across quickly when threatened with
loss of their hounds.

CHINESE SHOOT RUSS

nine-tent-

Women's complaints often prove to be
If the name "Bayer" Is on tablets,
nothing else but kidney trouble, or the
you can get relief withresult of kidney or bladder disease.
out fear.
If the kidneys are not in a healthy condition, they may cause the other organs
to become diseased.
You may suffer pain in the back, headache and loss of ambition.
Poor health makes you nervous, irritable and may be despondent; it makes any
one so.
Aching
Lumbago,
Neuritis,
ache,
But hundreds of women claim that Dr.
Swamp-Root- ,
by restoring
Kilmer's
Joints, and Pain in general.
proved to be just
s health to the kidneys,
To get this same genuine,
Aspirin, you must ask for the remedy needed to overcome such
conditions.
"Bayer Tablets of Aspirin," marked
Many send for a sample bottle to see
with the "Bayer Cross." You will find what Swamp-Roothe great kidney,
safe and proper directions in every liver and bladder medicine, will do for
them. By enclouing ten cents to Dr.
unbroken package.
,
4
Handy tin boxes of 12 tablets cost Kilmer & Co., Binghamton,' N.'byY., yon
may receive sample size bottle
Parcel
only a few cents. Druggists also sell Post. You can purchase medium and
larger "Bayer" packages. Aspirin Is large size bottles at all drug stores. Adv.
the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture
of Monoacetlcacidester of Salicylic-ad- HARDLY PAID FOR EXERTION
Adv.

When the Bayer Company Introduced Aspirin over eighteen years ago,
physicians soon proved it a marvelous
help in relieving Rheumatism, Colds,
Headache, Neuralgia, Earache, Toothworld-famou-

Captives Are Shot to Death With
Revolvers.

man-killin- g

t,

d.

counter-revolutionari-

dls-cusl-

c

on the right treatment
Special medical advice free. Address
Medical Direotor, 111 Swift Laboratory, Atlanta, Ga.
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"Such horrible stories were being
told in Europe about these Chinese
thr- thought it worth my while to
learn more about" them. As a Joke, I
asked everyone who asked my opinion
of the bolshevlki to show me some
Then
Graves,
First Make Victims Dig
Chinese,' but I always
'real
the
for
Them
Execute
5 cents a package.
sell
was told they couldn't produce any
Bolshevlki.
Just now because they had all gone to
the Deniklne front
of
correspondent
The
Amsterdam.
"I was told the Chinese, If comrerecently
who
the Handelsblad,
by their own officers were ex- WHAT PEEVED THE RECRUIT
manded
turned from a trip in soviet Russia, cellent soldiers, but they ran like hares
gives the following account of his In- If their officers were killed.
ExecuLittle Discussion He Had With Corvestigations of the activities of the tions are now very rare in Moscow,
poral Left Him Disgusted With
Chinese employed there by the bol- but, in August, when thousands of
Relief From Guard Duty.
executioners.
as
shevlki
were slaughS6e.
Catieora Soap shaves without mag. Everywhere
tered, it was carried out by the ChiA couple of recruits of the latest
nese because the authorities feared vintage, who had enlisted In the hope
FOR SALVAGING OF SUNKEN VESSELS
Feeding a Grudge.
the Russian soldiers would refuse to of being sent to the Rhine, were
"I see the railroad restaurant men
do the work.
the pros and cons of army life.
are to have a banquet." "I'd like to
"The Chinese do this work Indiffe"It ain't so bad," confided one. "Most
supply the sandwiches."
rentlylike they do all other work they of It Is all right, but it's that blasted
They are relief from guard duty that gets me."
are ordered to perform.
Out of Sight.
blind, conscienceless tools In the hands
"Relief from guard duty!" ejaculatJudge "Didn't you see the lady unof the men who feed them and pay ed the other. "Man, you're cuckoo!
til you struck her?" Motorist "No ; I
them and who raised them from the There's nothing to being relieved from
was looking at her hat."
position of coolies In which they came guard duty. It's being on guard duty
to Russia to the rank of soldier, of that's hell."
Cold.
"No," maintained the first. "It's the
the guards.
Jones What became of that shim"If the 'boltsjak' (his name for bol- relief. Why, the other day they put
my dancer you used to go with?
shevik) orders something, the Chinese me on guard for two hours, and It
Jones She shook me.
does it, and he does it In his typically wasn't bad at all Just standing round
way. He first makes the vic- and watching the rest of 'era drilling
I
i": practical
own grave and then shoots and knowing that I didn't have to do
dig
his
tim
revolver. He is not cruel It myself, but then when the time for
his
with
him
I
relief came the corporal came up and
about It, Just practical.
"When boltsjak says kill, then he gave me the devil."
"What for?"
kills with an unperturbed face. And
Nothing at all. I Just
"Nothing.
when boltsjak says, Ton may stop
now,' with the same cool face he lets couldn't remember where I'd left my
rifle."
his victim go."
some weeks
after
correspondent
The
In
launched
been
This floating dry dock of Immense proportions has
when he was refused
Wood Alcohol Always Injurious.
Germany for salvaging sunken vessels. The dock Is towed into position di- In Russia left
to make investigations
Wood alcohol may cause blindness
If the liver ia right the whole system it
by means of pontoons the ship la permission
and
salved,
be
vessel
to
rectly
over
the
Tight Cárter1 Little Liver Pill
only when taken as a beverage
not
freely as he pleased.
raised.
will gently awaken your
by absorption through the skin, In
but
tduKris!xdcfiged-- r
the case of the use of such articles
up liver and reto large families, establishment of as hair tonics containing the posion.
constipa
heads
to
fiere
"snpersalarles" In industries
It may also produce the same efTect
tion, stomach
I
of such families, preference in governv3
way of lungs, when inhaled from
by
trouble, inac
ment employment, the plural vote, givvarnishes, etc.
tive bowels, .q
as
many
votes
there
of
ing the father as
years, cost France 2,272,735 loss
France Is Stirred to Urge Larger population.
are persons In the family, and leal
tlte. sick head
ache and dizziness. Purely vegetable.
The statistics, made into striking war, on "birth control,'' known here
Families.
You need them.
pictures to illustrate their effect on as
Small Piy Small Dose Small Price
the nation, Industry and war danger
DR CARTER'S IBOSf PILLS, Nature's
are being used in a vigorous campaign, ITALY MAKES OYSTERS SAFE
Warn
Board
Names
Government
great nerve and blood tonic for
by the national alliance, for the inNation of Danger
Anemia, Rheumatism, Nervousness,
crease of the French population. This Remove Impurities by Keeping Them
Dying Out
Sleeplessness and Female Weakness.
campaign is being conducted by letters
In Sterilized Sea Water for a
to members of parliament pesters, t
Week.
nilNaiinkatrsliHisrt
Paris. France is at last arousing it- magazine, the Woman and the Child,
and through the many socially and
Washington. An Italian company
self to the danger of dying out
To stop the pain of
conducted, uphill fight politically powerful persons interested has perfected a process for removing
privately
The
Corns, lanlont. Cállense. Blisters. Tired,
Impurities from oysters, according to
Achina, Swollen, lender Feet, use
for a higher birthrate has been taken in the movement
The plainest sorts of truth are told a report to the bureau of foreign and
over by the government through the
ALLEN'S FOOT-EAS- E
creation of a higher council of natal-if- the French about the decreasing birth domestic commerce,
This council of 80. appointed by rate. The national alliance and gov
On being taken from beds along the
The Antiseptic. Heal In Powder to
Shake Into Your Shoes and sprinkle
Breton, minister of hygiene, was ernment officials hold that a family Venetian coast the oysters are shipped
L.
J.
the
in
should have three or more cnnuren. to Rome, the shells carefully washed
asked to act immediately.
Sold everywhere. Be lure to get
package
Mr. Breton, father of five children, To encourage suoh families, govern and thrown Into great tanks filled with
The tanks are
Is known as a strong friend of large ment allowances of 00 to 200 francs a sterilized sea water.
ÍÍ
families. Three others of the new cab- year are granted for each child after constantly replenished and the flowing
water has been found to wash all iminet are advocates of measures to In- the second, under thirteen years,
The alliance asks also for legisla purities from the oysters which, after
crease the French birth rate.
War cost France roughly 1,500,000 tion to provide for the construction of a week's "treatment" are shipped to
lives. A low birth rate, during the war cheap attractive homes available only the retailers.

that r
J
í
aamry
clean,
appearance that everyone
admires. All good grocers
ecive

blood of the germs that cause the
disease. S. 3- - S. has never had an
equal as a blood purifier and score
of sufferers say that it has cleansed
their blood of Rheumatism, and re
moved all trace of the disease from
their system.

Small Sum Collected From Burglar
Didn't Recompense John for
His Disturbed Repose.

The clock struck the hour of three.
The wife rose on one elbow and listened. Then she nudged her side partner.

"John," she whispered, "there's a
burglar downstairs."
"The deuce there Is," exclaimed
John, Jumping out of bed. "I'll show
him."
He crept downstairs. There was the
sound of a crash, a revolver shot and
the sullen thud of men engaged In
Then a window-smashemortal combat.
and all was still. The terrl.
fled wife turned on the light and hurried into the hall.
"John!" she called timorously.
"All right, my dear," called John. "I
found him. All he had was CO cents."

...

The liver Is
the Road to
ealth
J

lITTLfi
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WANT MORE BIRTHS

IPILIJS

Where?
Less than an hour from New York
there is a little New Jersey town
where a church congregation has
plunged very deeply Into modern religious thought and tendencies. Just
how deeply anyone driving by their
little white wooden building can tell
from the sign hanging by Its door :
"Where do you spend Sunday?
Around the fire?"
"Where will you spend eternity ?
Surrounded by fire."
Nowadays most any man would like
to meet a woman who could drive him
to strong drink.

FOOD FORTIFIES
against exhaustion and

illness if ifó the right
kind of food.

r,

Foot-bat-

,thi

Hi-7'AllF-

GrapeMuts
is easily digested and with
or good milk, is a well
balanced ration that builds
tissue and increases strength,
cream

of body and mind.
"There's a Reason

V"
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The truth, not war, is the only thing
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Whether you like it or not, the women are in politics and in to stay. It
is likely they will not lower the Etan-dard of morals m political parties anv
more than they have that of the mod-t- o
era churches. Come to think of it,
it isn't so long since they were not
considered in the church either ex
cept as useful aids. Just as well learn
Roberts & Olver have just received a to like it
large shipment of barbed wire, poul
try netting, hog fence and yard fence, Is the wind blowing sand in around
your windows and doors? If so, yoa
'all in stock sizes.
have not Warned the secret Roberts
& Olver will be glad to introduce you
Tip for Mothers.
Horton Headlight The way to keep to the felt weather strip. It keeps
t Doy looKing neat Is to handcuff him, out dust rain, and snow. Come ever
anacKie ins reot, and give him sleep-la- The large yellow building en the east
side of the Foster block.
ipowders every five minutes.
)

they fear. They can turn war to their
advantage; they cannot turn the truth
and it condemns them.
Every true man ought to go back
our moral purpose in the war, to
destroy war. War can be destroyed
by the truth about its sources.

Spanish-America- n

oostoffice in Roy, New Mexico

Whatever the force is that makes
war, this much is certain: No inquiry
has yet been undertaken by the gov
ernments to discover and determine
what it is,
Three years ago the United States
declared war on Germany and gave
a two-fol- d
moral justification for so- doing; the war was to make the world
. safe for democracy; it was also a war
waged against future wars. It is a
timely and pertinent question whether we succeeded in reaching either of
those objectives. There is nothing to
be gained in halting our thought at
the statement that we won the military contest, neither is there anything
to be gained by rehearsing the fact
that our military opponents failed of
their purpose. We have lived long
enough to see the emptiness of this
kind of comfort, because it is appar-en- t
to all that war is a loss both to
victor and vanquished. We won the
war, i)ut did we win what we set out
to win through this war?
There is not the slightest indication
that the forces which formed the
roots of the war have been uncovered or defeated. There is every
indication that, elated by their achiev
ment in throwing the world into vast
confusion which will allow them to
reach in and gain larger control of
wealth and power, they are now more
active and more confident than ever
before?
mys-'terio-

ERIC AN.

SPANISH-A-

Statement of Ownership, Management
Circulation, Etc., of
THE SPANISH AMERICAN published weekly at Roy, New Mexico,
Apr. 1st 1920.
Publisher, editor, managing editor
and business manager, and owner,
n
Ogden, Sr., Roy, New Mexico.
Ir-vi-

MoTtgagees--Non-

Average circulation for past six
months-65copies per week.
Signed:
IRVIN OGDEN, Sr.,
Publisher.
Sworn to and subscribed before me
0

this
(Seal)

Curious Fact
is the one that is dif
Tho people who are most accon
ferent It cleans and polishes pianos,
furniture, and all interior woodwork pllshed do not always accomplish most.
with unusual gloss.
Boston Transcript.
ROBERTS & OLVER.
POLISH-O-

e

5th day of Apr. 1920.
F. H. FOSTER.
Justice of the Peace.

-

DENTIST
Springer, will be in

3
GOOD EXERCISE

IS MOTORING

Physician Seems to Have Mads Out a
Good Casa for His Side of
Argument

Revival of the Troubadour. ,
The troubadour is imagined as a
creature with n big late.
But the real meaning of the word Is
one who "finds out'' his own songs. In

Call early and let us examin
your teeth. NO CHARGE

long-haire-

"
Provencal the word is spelled
or "trovador." It comes from
the verb trobar Iroubcr to fiud.
"trou-balre-

Pr. Henry

an article
In Motors,
ombats the theory that
motoring Is reducing our opportunities
for exercise. He says Its benefits are
threefold physical, mental and volitional. The buffeting of winds and
the Inhalation of large quantities of
oxygen stimulate digestion, assimilation and excretion. This Is true of
the person who merely sits, as well
as of him who drives. The latter, howDoctor Wil
ever, benefits directly.
liams says: "When you drive a car
40 or 50 miles over average American
roads, or a fraction of that distance
In any city, you give your arms and
Williams,

In

toro

a course of purposeful calisthenics that redounds directly to the benefit of jour muscles and arteries and
heart, and Indirectly, but no less significantly, to the benefit of your digestive organs of elimination as well as
Uie nervous system."

Sale to commence at

10

ABSTRACT

A. M.

6 head Horses

COMPANY
Mora, New Mexico
Abstracts of all lands in Mora

Span black horses 4&5 wt 2500
horse 8 yrs wt 1100, 6 yr old
mare wt 1250, 2 horse colts.

It is now the "clean up" and the
"paint up" season. Come in and look
paints and
over our Sherwin-WilliaRed Poll
ROBERTS & OLVER.
varnishes.

County
Prompt Service
Accurate Copy of Records

Philip Sanchez, Secretary

11 head Cattle

Making Sure.

hostler was sent to the shiMe to
bring out a traveler's horse. Not knowing which of the two horses In thi?
stable belonged to the traveler, he saddled both animals aid brought them
to the door. The traveler pointed out
bis own horse, saying, "That's my
nag." "Certnlr.ly, your honor, I know J.D, lister, Bradley
that very well, but I didn't know which disc harrow,1: McC.
was tho other gentleman's!"
red plow.ílO
A

Farm Machinery
l,

12

5ft mower
tooth cultivate

MORG

Percheron Stallion
Reg. 83634
8 years old
Weight 1,800 pounds
For service at L. N. DeWeese
farm 3 miles N. W. of Mosquero
Terms $7 and $10.
L. N. DeWeese, owner
and mgr.

New Cafe

y

Marquise Wheat
Kersan Late Oat

d,

.

La Cueva Farm
& Cattle Co.

Col. George

well-know- n

R Cochrane,

AUCTIONEER

AUCTIONEER!

-

Col. F.O.

It

has-

White

Mds-quer- o.

Capital $50,000.00
Surplus, 3,000.00

.

FOR SALE: Four Fat Hn
n
dress 200 lbs. each. Also Snrine Rv
for Seed, and Speltz seed.
W. S. MORRIS,
Route A.
Roy, New Mexico.

E

G. R. Belknap,

THE ROY TRUST
& SA VINGS BANK

MILK COWS FOR SALE: 6 Good
young cows fresh in April See
RALPH THOMPSON,
Solano, N. Mex.

PAINTING and

fig-tir-

deep-seate-

HORSES AND JACKS FOR SALE
32000 Percheon Stallions,2 black
one gray, 4 and 5 years old, 2 Mam-mot- h
Black Jacks, 15', hands high
Horse measure.
HARTLY & THARNTON,
Clayton, N. Mex.

Having decided tn nuil- iho au
cow5 yrs, Jersey 8 yrs
.
i
business, I am offering for sale mini:
all of
calf at side, Jersey 10 yrs, Red
my herd of cattle, all gcod young
HANGING
PAPER
glaz
also
Poll giving milk.W.F. cow calf
,
stock. Come and see them a
at side, Rtd Poll Jersey 9 yrs ing, satisfaction guarantee, See ranch 14 miles east ef Roy.
T. J. HEIMANN,
black Jersey 4 yrs, Yellow Jer or write me at Solano, N. M.
Roy, N. Mex.
A,
E. Clifford
sey 10 yrs, 3 yearling steers.
FARM Fnn qui? ,

Have you looked over our photo row drill, and many other articles
TERMS OF SALE:
house, garage and poultry
graphic
of "the next wr"? Everyone was
building plans? They offer valuable 8 Months time without interest if paid
talkin about the impossibility of war.
wnen due. Jf not paid when due to
information in this line.
Trade and education and travel and a
draw 10 per cent interest from date
ROBERTS & OLVER.
better understanding had made war im
until paid. Purchaser giving bankable
Another Statue.
possible, everybody said. But now
note or approved security. ..$10 and
MOSQUERO MENTIRAS
With the unveiling of the figure of
adays "the next war" is the common
nnder cash. 10 per cent discount for
est of phrases; militarists openly ad fien. William Shepherd in the commuWjnd has been very disagreeable Cash on sums over 10. No nrnnortv in
vise preparing for it; publicists open- nity of Westfield, Mass., a worthy
for sometime and is rapidly drying be removed until settled for.
Is added to the American populaly announce its certain coming; and
the people are bewildered. They ask tion of revolutionary heroes whose the ground out But up to the pres
themselves, "Who or what is that de- memory Is perpetuated by a public ent time we have heard of but forty
Owners
crees that we shall kill each other ev- statue. General Shepherd, before the acres of wheat that have been blown
ery little while? Who or what is it Revolution, had taken part in the "Old out to date.
G, E. Cochrane aucl Mills,
Mrs Frank Seidel Proprietor
Mr. R. B. Armstrong of Strath- that forces our government to think French war," which Justified Macau-laE.
G.
elk
Parkes.
of war, and build for war, and tax for
In saying that because Frederick more, California, who some time ago
Clean Rooms for rent
war, and train for war, and study for the Great had decided to rob a neigh- purchased a quarter section of land Lunch at noon. Bring your on drink
cups.
ing
five
miles east
war, and take registration for war, bor, "red men scalped each other by from the State about
We solict your patronage
as if War were the main business of the great lakes of North America." He of town, has moved in, built a house
We may take it for began as a private soldier and rose on the land and is getting ready to
Government?
- LETTERS
ADVERTISED
granted that the forces which make to the rank of lieutenant colonel ender farm the land th3 year.
Messrs. Bradley and Fuller, whe
war are the same forces which in ev- Washington, and later commanded a
Roy, Mora Co. New Mexico,
ery country are holding back every brigade under Lafayette. Individuals with their families left by auto for
PEDIGREED
spent
they
where
fall,
California
last
which
movement
would make for the have sometimes questioned the utility
mesa
have
returned to their
The following is a list of letters
uncovering of the
hidden of public statues; yet In this case, as the winter
and are getting farm operapromoters of war as a business.
In many another, the statue defeats farms
remaining
in the Post Officp. at
tions in full swing for another bum' An impartial investigation of the the common forgetfulness of past per crop this year. From their fat- Roy, New Mexico for more than
In the
last war, of what preceded it and deeds that has found expression
appearance they fourteen days prior to Apr, 5, 20 Recleaned SEED FOR, SALE
out of mind." tened and contented
sight
saying,
old
"Outjf
what has come out of it would show
seemed to have fared well wOe warm
(1) G. H. Rope Letter
beyond a doubt that there Í3 in the
er climate of the coast
"
"ALSO
( V
No Mora Pups,
(2) Felipe Chavez Letter
world a human group with vast pow
load
car
a
of
lumber,
Several cars
REGISTERED HEREFORD
A little friend of mine who lives of hardware and a car of lime and
era of control that prefers to remain
(3) Santiago J. Abeyta
unknown, that does not seek office not next door has been teasing his mother cement have been received at the new
CATTLE
for a puppy. Knowing the destructive lumber yard where building operations
The above letters will remain
'any of the tokens of power, that b
AND POLAND CHINA HOGS
longs to no nation whatever but is in- Y: 'jits of such animals, she has firmly are being rushed for the completion "ADVERTISED"
for fourteen
ternational a force that uses every refused to let him have one. At last of the new lumber yard being built
government, every widespread busi- he persuaded her to let him borrow in Mosquero by the Springer Lumber days and if uncalled for at the
ness organization, every agency ot one for half a day to show her that Company.
The main buildings will end of that time, same will be
publicity, every resource of national a puppy knew enough to properly be- be quite large and with the yards, sent to the Division
of Dead Let
psychology, to throw the world into a have himself. Being warned that he warehouses and out buildigs will make
ters, San Francisco California.
panic for the sake of getting still more must watch the puppy every minute quite an addition to the little town.
La CUEVA, NexMex.
power over the world
A stone store building is being built
It was in the house, the little chap
You cannot defeat those dark forces for a time was careful to keep his eye on Main street by Mr. A. A. Wynne,
When calling for above letters
by war because war is their game. on it; but, finally tiring of such vigi- who exepcts to move his growing lit"Red Tape."
The last war could not defeat them, lance, he relaxed his attention only to tle store into his own building in the please say "ADVERTISED."
The expression "red tape" originated
for the war itself was the sign that give the puppy the chance It had been near future. Mr. Wynne has built
One cent postage Due will be In the fact that tope dyed crimson is
they had gained their point. Their waiting for. It Improved It to the full up quite a business since coming to
collected
on any of the above commonly and largely used In public
point was the war. Bringing it about by chewing to pieces one of his most town, and with his store, notary pub
and private business In tying up pawas their object. Having it at all was cherished Christmas toys.. This wns lie work and being U. S. Commis- letters delivered.
pers, hence it has come to refer to extheir success. War is never a cal too much for the young host. "Good sioner at this place is kept quite busy.
cessive formality and routine In busiThe Union County Teacher's AssoWm. G. Johnson, P. M. ness transactions.
amity to those who play the nations night," he exclaimed, "no more pups
like chessmen, one against the other. for me ; I'll get me a 10 year old dog." ciation held their quarterly meeting
No. Peace is the defeat of the dark
at Mosquero Friday and Saturday of
Exchange.
m
last week. Quite a number of teachpowers. Exposure by peaceful meth
ers from all over the county were pre
ods is their defeat. Prosperity which
The Artistic Temperament
ent and a program of talks, experiis shared by the producers of prosThe laudlady announced that a
ences, and business lectures was had
perity that helps to defeat them too,
humorist and cartoonist was to on both days of the meeting. Mr.
The governments have had the op
portunity to expose the real rcota of Join us at our bonrding house and we A. D. England, the county superintend
war, and have not done it. The Park nil had expectations of meeting a Jolly ent presided up until noon Saturday
Farm Sales a specialty,
Experienced
Forces themselves have fought to keep good fellow who would drive dull care when the ladies of Mosquero took
Proficient,
I know the value of farm
the United States out of the League away. When he arrived he Insisted charge, spread a great basket dinner
of Nations, because if the United on having a small table by himself, and a lot of fellows who couldnt teach
property and will get it for my clients.
States lived up to its principles it and instend of drawing his chair up if they tried suddenly developed into
Competent ClerK furnished if desire'1
would demand an exposure of the truth to the table always drew the table to school teachers and proceeded to en
him, eating facing the wall, with his joy a feast that would make the very
Reasonable terms. Am a notary and t
and nothing but the truth.
take
These forces fear nothing so much back to the guests, and declined to crankiest old bachelor live long to be
acknowledgements
on
sale
paper,
as the light of the naked truth. That meet anyone. All In all he was a sad a school teacher and join in the feast.
and help you secure money to meet your obliSome time ago a government con
is why they have such a heavy hand character to gaze upon and a great
on all the molders of public opinion, disappointment to the guests. Ex- - test wag inaugurated in the schools
gations. My aim is to benefit both seller buyer
and the children of each school were
chiinga
Bills of Sale, Notes and Mortgages supplies
to take part by writing an essay on
"The Benefits to be Derived from an
See me and get my terms and dates
Enlistment in the U. S. Army." Esbefore deciding about your sale. Dates made'
says from the winners in each school
A SUBSTANTIAL BANK
A HOME BANK
at the Spanish-America- n
were to be passed upon by the teach
office.
ers and sent to the county where the
AND A BIG BANK Is
Col. George E. Cochrane, Mills, N. M.
winners in three different classes were
ito be selected and were to represent
Í
liSH
the County in the State and National
t
f
Contest. We are pleased to note that
Alfred Brown, a thirteen year old student of the Mosquero schools, won the
prize for Union county in hia class,
he being in the seventh grade and winning from all seven and eighth grade
pupils.
Farm Sales a specialty
Drilling has been resumed at the
and
the
times
of
Aims
to
Abreast
be
It
Bueyeros well, 18 miles northeast of
Mosquero, and they are now drilhnsr
Still be Conservative.
in oil shale at a depth of 1240 feet
The fishing job at the Atarque well
has been finished and drilling operaOffers the you benefit of his wide acquantance and
tions have again commenced in that
years of experience as a successful Salesman.
well, which is 23 miles south of
We understand that a well
will soon be spudded in southwest of
Competent Clerk, Notes, Mortgages, Bills of Sale
Mosquero on the Boyle & Newman
work and otheJ necessities furnished if desired.
Notary
tract of land and that another wall
soon be commenced northeast of town
between here and the Bueyeros well.
Even if we don't get any oil in the operations, the influx of people and ad-- ,
vertising will be a great thing for a
Arrange your sale date well in advance, dates
little town which promises to take a
It merits your Confidence and invites your
office.
also made at Spanish-America- n
real boom in the near future.
EL TONTITO
Business, whether yoa are Depositor or Borrower.
Who, pervious to 1914, ever talked

FOR SALE

FOR CONSULTATION.

MORA

Tue. Apr. 13, '20

tion.

April 19 to 25th
Office at Kitchelle Hotel

imi N. of Mills, 13 N. of Roy.

Rate 5c per line each inser. Six ordinary words
make a line.

ROY,

L

Public Sale

Classified
Ads

H. S. Murdoch
D. D. S. of

Real Estate

Insurance

mile east of Rov. well imnrnvpH wail
fences, R. F. D. and telephone. Priced
to sell.
RICHARD REYNOLDS,
Ray, N. Mex.
THOROBRED,

REGISTERED
PERCHERON STALLIONS
MAMMOTH JACKS
CATTLE
(Milking Strain)
POLAND CHINA HOGS
ROAN-DURHA-

See

Fred S. Brown, Roy, N. M.
C. E. Hartley. Clavton N. M or
H. F. Thornton, Hillsboio, Iowa
Good
Perrhnn Stain
weight over 1300 lbs. for sale or will
iraae ior good span of mules. See
him at my farm.
JOE WOODWORD,
Roy, N. M R. "A

HEAVY YOUNG WORK mares
and horses. Also $3000. Perechon
salhon on any length of time to
suit buyer. See me at once.
L. N. DeWeese. Mosauero. N.M.

WANTED
Wanted To Buv: A farm nr rinrh
if at a bargain Drin hv mu,;..
definite in mind as to size or locality
naiurany wm preier as near town or
railroad as Drice and fertilitv homoequal. Address box 221 Webb City.
-

Missouri.

I have a fine. ReeiKfered "Rio-- . Ran"
strain, Poland-Chin- a
Boar one year old
which I keep at the head of my herd.
Parties wishing to breed to him will
be accommodated,
pd.
JOE WOODWARD.
Route A.

PHOTOGRAPHERS
Photos
For farm views

see- -

L. E. Deubler

FINANCIAL
Money to Loan
Liberal Amounts,
no Commissions
Straight Rates.
Southwestern Realty Co.
Phone

3

on 25,

AGENTS WANTED
CANDY BUSINESS.
at home, or,

We

you,

start

anywhere;

everything furnished; $30 wkly

and up;
experience
unnecessary.
Specialty
g
Company, 5 South 18th
St. Philadelphia Penna.
8tch
men-wome-

n;

Candy-makin-

Are you roinc ia
m
tu
steel ranee this cnmm.-it ......
not, don't let the wife. The New Perfection Cook Stove solves the problem
a--

?

KUBÜKTS & OLVER.

f tint vm
The primrose Is no oracle In love
affairs. . Let youth or muid pull the
flower, and, after cutting off the tops
of the stamens, lay It In a secret place.
Let youth dream through the nlcht of
his sweetheart. Upon looking at it
the next day. If he find the stamens
shot out to their former height, sucIII attend; if not, disappointcess
ment.

Pretty Idea of Ctlneno.
Chinese gardeners sometimes ;ilunt
statuettes of tiny men firmly In pots,
Just like real plants, and then train
live evergreens to grow up over these
statuettes.
The vines thus form a
kind of robe for tho statuette men,
their white faces and hands protruding from the gv;'ii leaves.

Frank A. Roy, Melville Floersheim,
Johnson, ail of
Roy, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
;

Carload of Farm lili
plements, OLIVER,

W. L. Dunn, Wnt. G.

lí ce

liMHUbUJM, horco
nnrl frnr.tnr Plows r

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,

J T

1

March 15, 1920
Notice is hereby given that Miguel
Martinez, of Mosquero, N. M., who,
on March 10, 1917, made Additional
Homestead Entry, No. 022911, for
NE'A of SW4, Ete of NW4 Section
18 and SEÍ4 of SW4 of Section 7,
Township 17 N., Range 30 E., N. M. P,
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make Final Three Year Proof, to
establish claim to the land above de
scribed, before A. A. Wynne, U. S.
Commissioner, at his office in Mos
quero, N. M., on the Fifth day of May,

i

r, x't)-tr-ÍT-

jo

1920.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan Mitchell, of Mosquero, N. Mex
ico, Augustin Martinez, of Mosquero,
N. M. .Frank Martinez, of Mosquero,
N. M., Margarito Sandoval, of Mos-

h81It

tandem Disc Harrow

WINONA FARM WAGONS,
Pumps,
Pumpingng Engines, Deep-WeCasings, Auto Oils,

When

Avery Tractors have a new exclusive feature

March 15, 1920
Notice is hereby given that Trinidad
McGrath, of Roy, Mora Co., New Mexico, who, on August 18, 1916, made
Addl Homestead Entry, No. 022555,
for Lots 1, snd 2, Section 18, Township 20 N., Range 28 E., N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of inten
tion to make Final Three Year Proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner, at his office at Roy,
New Mexico, on the Seventh day of
May, 1920.

that solves all crankshaft bearing adjustment

There are only two main bearings on an Avery Tractor crankshaft and they are adjustable
from the outside. All you have to do to adjust the bearings is merely take an ordinary socket
wrench, turn two
and the job is completed. No time lost. No expense for an expert.
No tearing down the Tractor to tighten the main bearings. This is a patented Avery feature and is
trouble.

set-scre-

found only on Avery Tractors.

Claimant names as witnesses:
W. H. Warner, Filex Sandaval, Simon Belarde, Miguel A. Baca, all of

Avery Tractors Have Many Exclusive Features
Avery's are the Tractors with the "Draft'Horse" Motor and the '"Direct-Drive- "
Transmission.
They are equiped with patented renewable inner cylinder walls, removeable heads, gasifiers that
turn kerosene or distillate into gas and burn it all, adjustable main bearings, and many other exclusive features. Come in and learn all about the wonderful Avery Line of Tractors, six sizes,
to
11.
all built alike with the same standardized design.

BETTER Gars

40-8- 0

8--

i,

nick

B

Will Build Them
We have the

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
March 15, 1920

LIBERTY GARAGE

Notice is hereby given that Mary
C. Laumbach, of Roy, Mora Co., New
Mexico, who, on May 15th, 1916, made
Addl. Homestead Entry, No. 022191,
for SEli NEU, Ete SEV, SW

Roy, New Mexico

SE'i, Section 30, Township 18 N.,
Range 25 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make Tinal
Three Year, Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
F." H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner,
at hi3 office at Roy, New Mexico, cn
the Seventh day of May, li20.

A

1920, Model"K"s
on hand

Buick Co.

South-Wester- n

713 Douglass St.

Roy, New Mexico.

PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

Well- -

are built

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Anyone who owns an automoble or an ordinary Tractor knows that one of the most difficult and
expensive troubles is taking up the wear on the crankshaft bearings.

s,

s.

Baum Bro's Roy, N.M.

PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,

Stock-Tank-

ll

quero, N. M.

It's Easy to Take Care of an Avery

Wind-Mill-

Self-Oilin- g

E. Las Vegas,

NewMex.
NOTICE TO WHOM IT MAY

Human Discontent.
How does It happen. Maecenas, that
no one is content with that lot In life
which he lias chosen, or which chance
has thrown In his way, but pralsei
those who follow a different courseT
Horace.

CONCERN

Notice is hereby given to whom
it may concern that E. H. Hughes, the
undersigned was appointed on the 1st
day1 of March A. D., 1920, Adminis-trato- n,
of the Estate of Oscar A. Million, deceased, and all persons hav.
ing claims against the Estate of said
To the housewife (or the bachelor)
Oscar A. Million, deceased, will pre
of
good
line
we have to offer a
sent the same within the time preguaranteed aluminum ware.
scribed by law.
E. H. HUGHES,
ROBERTS & OLVER.
A QUIENES
NOTICE

OF CONTEST

Administrator-AVIS- O

CONCIERNA

Aviso es por esta dado a quienes
concierna que E. H. Hughes, el abajo
firmado fue nombrado en este dia 1ro
de Marco, A. D., 1920, Administrador
de el Estado de Oscar A. Million, difunto, y todas personas que tengan
cuentas encontra de el Estado del dicho

Claimant names as witnesses:
Dan Laumbach, Alejandro Maestas, Department of the Interior, United
Webb Kidd, P. J. Laumbach, all of Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
mm
étmtmmmimm
aL,
m
imrir
Office at Clavton, New Mexico,
Roy, New Mexico.
d.
.Ma- - 22, 1920
PAZ VALVERDE.
-Register. Contest No. 6628
To Thomas Powers, of David, N Mex. las ar a. minion onunto, presentaran
mismas dentro del tiempo pres- NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
l,CnteStee.
V TT ITTTHWlTt!
rrlnfn ncv lev
Administrador..
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Charles N. Munn,
NOTICEToirPUBLlCATION
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
David, Nsw Misico,
who gives
March 15, 1920
Notice is hereby riven that Anna as his postoffice address, did on Mar. 12 Department of the Interior, U. S. Land.'
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Laumbach, of Roy, Mora Co., New 1920, file in this office his duly corrobo"Get Rich Qiuck."
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Mexico, who, on May 15th 1916, made rated application to iontest nnd secure
March 15, 1920
Writing n song Hint catches on Is
Notice is hereby iriven that FWa
Addl. Homestead Entry, No. 022192, the cancellation of your II. E. Seiia
Sir
to
cuts
wealth.
one of the shortest
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land for E SWU, Sec. 6, and E NW4, No, 021959, made 1915 for
Guthmann, of Roy, Mora Co., New
Office at Clayton, New Mexico.
Arthur Sullivan received $50.000 In Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Section 7, Township 17 N Range
wno, on iNovemDer z, ijjie,
iucjiicu,
NM
PM.
R.
30E,
18N,
T.
33,
Sec.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
royalties for "The Lost Chord," and
March 17, 1920.
and May 5th, 1917, made Homestead
25 E.. N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
alleges
contest
his
--"My Tretty
for
grounds
as
March IB, 1920
and
Jane" remunerated It
Notice is hereby given that Helen notice of intention to make Final
Entrys No. 023134, and No. 025009,
Notice is hereby given that Vietia J. Keiser, of Gallegos, New Mexico, Three Year, Proof, to establish claim that said Thomas Powers has whol- for
composer to the tune of $10,000 a linej
NE; Sec. 28. SWU SEU. SF.u
Franklin,
Elabaugh, formerly, Vietta
who, on September 18, 1916, made to the land above described, before ly abandoned hia said homestead tn- - aw 'A, sec. 2, and Ntf NW, Sec
Boston Tost.
of David, Union Co., New Mexico, Homestead Entry, No. 023111, for F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, try, never established residence tiiere-o- tion 27, Township 19 N., Range
26 E.,
who, on January 11th, 1917, made NE',4 of Sec.,25, Tp. 17 N., Range at his office at Roy, New Mexico, on
Children' Theology.
and has wholly failed to co;r.p!y N. M. P. Mtiiüian, has filed notice
024005,
for
No.
Entry,.
Homestead
31 E., and NWÍ4 of Section 30, Town
A little plrl explained God's
the Seventh day of May, 1920.
with the law us igar's residence a d of intention to make Proof, to estab
N-- ,
ship 17 N., Range 32 E., N. M. P.
by Baying that he was every- Nte.; Section J4, Township 17
names
as
witnesses:
'Claimant
et-'s- r, lish c.a'.m to the land above described,
and that thpse delc-- t
cultivation
Meridian, ha Meridian, has filed notice of inten-juerRoy, New Mexi
of
where without going there. A email Range 81 E., N. 31. P. to
Laumbach,
Dan
tim
of before F. H. Foster, U. S. Commisand have exitl fr.m th
make Final
filfid notice of intention
N. M., tion to make Fina Three co, Alejandro Maestas, of Koy, JNew
sioner, at hit ( Tice at Roy, New Mexi19-a
iiareuf,
claim
Feo,
establish
0
dat.'
filing
Proof,
to
to
the
Year
co, on the Sixth day of May, 1920.
Year Proof, to establish claim to the Mexico, Webb Kidd, of Roy, New
..tn. remarked: "I don't see how he Three
described, oeiore
abundo mtnt
and that haid
Cla'msnt names as witnesses:
ver pot to be so bad when he had to the land above Commissioner, at ' land above described, before A- - A. Mexico, P. J. Laumbach, all of Roy,
F. H. Foster, U. S.
Wynne, U. S. Commissioner, at his New Mexico.
and absence whs not due to the entrv-man.- s
A. Vvaldo Morris, Edgar Halterman,
lio devil to put blm tip to It."
his .office at Roy, New Mexico, on office in Mosquero, N. Méx., on the
employment in tuy Military Oscar Kidd. V. II. Guthman, all of
PAZ VALVERDE,
the Sixth day of May, 1920.
Eleventh day of May, 1920.
Register. service or Naval or M trine Service of Roy, New Mexico.
Prey.
It
!Fish Shoot
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
PAZ VALVERDE,
the United Slates.
in the East Indies
A shooting-fisJohn Davis, John G. Green, Charle
Joe F. Keiser, of Gallegos, N.ew
notified
Register.
further
therefore,
You
When
David,
beak.
are,'
all
of
cylindrical
Kishner,
OJlie
'hollow
a
Prior,
Jhis
s,
Mexico, Lewie C. Anderson, of
be
will
taken
allegations
NOTICE
FOR
PUBLICATION
said
Id
grow
the
lhat
that
plants
fly
on
New Mexfco.
it sees a
New Mexico, Walter K. Cooke,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land by this office as having been confessshallow Kijieanis It ejects a single drop
PAZ VALVERDE,
Gallegos, New Mexico, Joseph S.
of
be
will
Office
entry
New
Mexico,
said
Clavton,
at
your
ed by you, and
Register. Baker, ef Gallegos, New Mexico.
of water, which knocks the fly Into
Apartment of the Interior, U. S. Land
March 15, 1920
cancelled thereunder without your fur' PAZ VALVERDE,
the tide.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico.
Notice is hereby given "thc.t Mary ther right to be he&rd therein, either
Register. E. Belarde, of Albert, New Mexico,
1
3
March 17, 1920.
office or on appeal, if you
before
this
Notice is hereby given that Bern
Have You One?
office within twenty
who, on Dec. 15, 1917, made Home
will soon be time to make garden
in
file
to
fail
It
this
11
A
Cordota, of Mosouero. N. M..
tone 1 considered precious
rm in and look over our line ef NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION stead Application, No. 022736, for E days after the FOURTH publication of ardino
jvho, on April 26, 1915, made HomeeU
It is perfectly transparent, is Dngni BU
an8, Town
W
Section
your
below,
shown
NEtt,
notice,
NW4:
as
this
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land ship 20 N., Range 29 E., N. M. P. swer, under oath, specifically meeting stead Entry, No. 019917, for N
end clear In eolor and possesses great
of
ROBERTS & OLVER.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico.
tirlll lance.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention and responding to these allegations of Sec. 21, Twp. 17N., Rng 29E., N. M.
March 17, 1920.
to make Three year final Proof, to es contest, or if you fail within that time P. Meridian, has filed notice of inNotice is hereby given that Nathan tablish claim to the land above de- -. to file in this office due proof that you tention to make Final Three Year
R. Wright, of Gallegos. N. M, who, scribed, before W. H. Willcox, U. S. have served a copy of your answer rioof, io ehtaolish claim to the land
on June 8, 1916. made Enlarged Home Commissioner, at his office at Roy, an the said contestant either in per- above described, before A. A. Wynne,
Section New Mexico., on the Fifth day of son or by registered mail. If this U. S. Commissioner, at his office in
stead, No. 022303, for N.
Mosquero, N. M., on the Tenth day
17, Range 31, N. M. P. May, 1920.
Township
33,
service is made by the delivery of a
The Roy DruR Store
May 1920.
of
filed
of
inten
notice
has
Meridian,
witnesses;
as
Claimant names
copy of your answer to the contest
TZSTT
M. D. GIBBS, Proprietor,
Claimant names as witnesses:
tion to make Three Year Proof, to es
Simon Belarde, Gabriel S. Vigil, ant m person, proof of such service
Francisco L. Vigil, of Mosauerou
tablish claim to the land above de Juan P. Arguello, Thomas E, Mitchell must be either the Baid contestant s
N. M., Juan M. Vigil, of Mosquero, N.
scribed, before U. S. Commissioner all of, Albert, New Mexico.
written acknowledgment of his re M., Carlos
Montoya, of Mosquero, N.
A. A. Wynne, at Mosquero, N. Méx.,
PAZ VALVERDE,
ceipt of the copy, showing the date of
May,
1920.
11,
day
of
on the
Register. its receipt, or the affidavit of the per M., Salomon Perea, of Mosquero, N.
3.274-2- 4
L
M.
Claimant names as witnesses:
son by whom the delivery was made
PAZ VALVERDE.
R. N. Rogers, W. J. Hale, J. T.
stating when and where the copy was 3
1
Register.
Flowers, W. R. McCIane, all of
delivered; if made by registered mail,
PUBLICATION
FOR
NOTICE
N. Mex.
proof of such service must consist of
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
PAZ VALVERDE,
the affidavit of the person by whom
Department of "the Interior
1
Register.
3
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, New the copy was mailed stating when and Department of the interior, U. S.
Land
the postoffice to which it was mailed,
Mexico
All Popular Drinks and Ices
Ufhce at Clayton, New Mexico,
affidavit
and
accompanied
must
this
be
Notice is hereby given that Frank
Notice is hereby given that Jacobo
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
M., who by the postmaster's receipt for the L, Casados
of Gallegos, N. M., who on
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land AldieS, of Roy, Mora Co., N. Home letter.
on Sept 27, 1916,. made Addl
Nov. Z7, 1918, made H. E. No. 021093
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
EASTMAN FILMS AND SUPPLIES
KODAKS AND
Entry,
EM
023183,
SM04
No.
for
stead
You should state in your answer the for S
of Section 17, Twp. 17N., Rng
March 13, 1920
31, Twp. 20N, name of the postoffice to whien you
N. ai. r. Meridian, has filed noNotice is hereby given that Earl and EH NEtf, Section
áiu.,
Mcminimy,' of Roy, Mora Co., New Range 25E, NMF Meridian, has hied iesire future notices to be sent to you. tice of intention to make Final Three
to make Final
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
Year Proof to establish claim to the
Mexico, who, on September 28th, 1916, notice of intention
establish claim
to
Proof,
Year
Three
PHONOGRAPHS, TALKING MACHINES AND
land above described before A. A.
made Homestead Entry, No. 023025,
described, before Date of first publication, Apr, 10, 1920 Wynne, U.
OKEH RECORDS
S. Commissioner, at his
for SW SEU, S SWK, and NWV to the land aboveS. Commissioner
at
Foster, U.
- - 17 - - office in Mosquero, N. M., on the 24th
- second
SWU, Section 10, Township 20 N., F. H.
M.,
6th
N.
on
Roy,
office
the
his
ai
MAGAZINES
- - 24 - - day of May, 1920.
- third
- DAiLY PAPERS
Range 25 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
- fourth
- May 1 - filed notice of intention to make Final day of April, 1920.
:sassauiuv s satueu utui!Tt
Claimant names as witnesses:
Alfonzo C. de Baca, Gallegos, N. M.
Three Year, Proof, to establish claim
Antonio R. Lucero, Andras Ebell,
Comito Caches, Gallegos, N. M.
to the land above described, before
Leandro Martinez, R. R. Leach, all of
LINE OF
Juan Luis Baca, Gallegos, N, M.
A COMPLETE
H.
S.
Commissioner,
U.
Foster,
F.
Q
"N. M.
Brooms. Have you got yours? If not Matias L. Casados, Mosquero, N. M.
at his office at Roy. New Mexico, on Roy,
PAZ VALVERDE,
:ume to Roberts & Olver's . Guaran
PAZ VALVERDE,
the Eighth day of May, 1920.
Register ted brooms, 75e,
-Register.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Cigars and TV ceo
-

Wtiinnii

mi

mind , Threshing
lar
Hood Building Ilachinery

iVlolor

and

;

n,

omnl-jresen-

o,

h

Gal-lego-

4--

5--
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Fairview Pharmacy
Pure Drugs and Chemicals

Ice Cream Parlor

4--

Gal-lego- s,

Soda Fountain,

4--

5--

5--
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NeWS

Stand,

;

Articles.

.

4--

5--

THE

"'

Í

OIL

Synopsis. Hilary Askew, a young American, Inherits from an uncle a
hundred square miles of forest In Quebec. Upon taking possession he discovers all sorts of queer things. Lamartine, his uncle's lawyer, tells him the
property Is comparatively worthless and tries to Induce him to sell. Lafe
Connell, the mill foreman, tells him his uncle has been systematically robbed.
Morris, his manager, Is associated with the Ste. Marie company, a rival concern owned by Brousseau, the "boss" of the region. Madeleine, the beautiful daughter of Belgneur Rosny, original owner of Askew's land, Is pursued
by Brousseau, who has her father In his power. The hero decides to stay and
manage his property. He discharges Morris and makes Connell manager. He
whips "Black" Pierre, foreman of a gang of Brousseau's men cutting on his
land. He defies Brousseau. Leblanc, his boss Jobber, deserts to the enemy.
From Father Lucien Askew learns the story of Marie Dupont, daughter of
the captain of a lumber schooner. The girl's mother, now dead, had been
betrayed, and she herself Is looked on askance and has few friends. Marie
knows the name of her mother's betrayer, but has never revealed It to her
father. Askew finds Madeleine Rosny hostile to him. Askew and Connell visit
Simeon Duval's dance hall In Ste. Marie. Revenue officers raid It and Askew
Is blamed tor the raid. He and Connell rescue Marie Dupont. Askew saves
Madeleine Rosny when her horse runs away. She gives the warning, "Look
to your boom!" and then the mill boom breaks and Askew's loga are carried
away to the 8t Lawrence. Who sawed the boomT Baptlste, the Jealous lover
of Marie, deserts Askew. Brousseau brings about a strike of Askew's mill
hands. Askew and Connell part in anger over the strike. Askew starts to
top Louis Duval from opening a saloon In 6t Boniface. Madeleine asks him
not to go. Askew breaks up the liquor selling and runs Into a trap, where
he lights four of his enemies.

CHAPTER IX. Continued.
Pierre reeled, and once again Hilary
leaped and caught him under the chin.
But this time he was not quick enough
to repeat his former maneuver. Leblanc struck at him from behmd. The
upward thrust would have penetrated
bis heart had It struck where Leblanc
Intended ; but, by a miracle of luck, It
passed between Hilary's arm and his
body, only Just grazing a rib. The
point of the blade caught In the lining
of the coat and, before Leblanc could
withdraw his arm, Hilary pressed his
own left arm against his body, catching Leblanc's hand there and imprisoning It.
This movement swung him round,
forcing him to release Pierre, and the
ensuing bovine rush which the outlaw
made threw them both against the embrasure of the second window, on the
opposite side of the door. Men were
yelling outside, and a furious hammering was maintained, but none of the

fighters was conscious either of the
shouts or of the blows. As Hilary and
Leblanc fell against the window-shel- f
the rotted wood broke Inward. The
second lamp tottered and then crashed
down beside them, going out as the
first had done, and leaving the stable
In complete darkness. With a swift
movement Hilary managed to draw Le
blanc's arm further through his. With
the pressure of his combined biceps
and triceps he could hold It there in
definitely, If he had only Leblanc to
contend with. But he could not use
his right hand to force Leblanc's open
and take th knife, which the Jobber
was making frantic efforts to use. He
needed hht right hand for Pierre; and
Leblanc managed to twist the knife so
that Its edge was against Hilary's side,
and with the sinews of his fingers he
was scraping It backward and for
ward, ripping open the coat lining and
Inflicting a succession of scratches
and little punctures under the heart.
Hilary backed suddenly, Jarring Leblanc's opine against the edge of the
window shelf. Leblanc groaned and
made a frantic effort to twist himself
free, hacking at Hilary's shins and
shouting to Pierre to finish the job.
Pierre's forward rush had flung him
between the two.
nilary felt him
groping in the darkness, trying to
gauge the position In which he was
leaning; Pierre was evidently puzzled
by the position of the two, and by the
termination of Leblanc's shoulder
against Hilary's. Hllury sensed that
Pierre had finally satisfied himself and
had raised his right arm to strike. He
flung away the revolver, which he still
held, reached up and seized' the hand
as It wag about to descend.
Thus holding the right Wrist of each
of his assailants he plunged forward,
bringing them to the floor. He let go
suddenly and sprang to his feet.
Pierre's knife grazed his sole; as Leblanc tried to rise Hilary caught him
beneath the chin with the other foot.
Leblanc groaned and his head went
back on the floor.
That left only Pierre In action. Hilary withdrew a step or two. He heard
the outlaw breathing heavily as he
crouched In the darkness. For the first
time he began to be aware of the
knocking at the door. It sounded now
as If a crowbar were being applied.
The yells of the lumbermen came to
his ears ; but the absurdity of his position did not dawn on him, nor the fact
that, when he had settled with Pierre
he would have to reckon with the mob
DUtside.
He meant to deal with Pierre
as he had dealt with the others. But
In the darkness he could guide himself
only by Pierre's breathing, which
sounded now on one side of him and
now on the other. Further away Leblanc was moaning.
Out of the darkness Pierre leaped
forward. The knife blow flashed past
Hilary, who got Pierre by the arms..
They began to wrestle as they had
done that day In the woods. Here
Pierre was Hilary's superior; his
physical strength was greater, though
he had no force In his blows; and,
though Hilary had beaten hiin that day
nt the camp, It was by a strategem
which could not be repeated successGradually the strength of
fully.
Pierre's arms bejjan to tell. The two

1ÍS

Doran Co.)

"WE MUST GET THERE IN TIME TO SAVE HIM."

it

V.

Illustrations by Irwin Myers

D7 VICTOR ROUSSEAU
EL

"I guessed so, Father Lucy," an
swered Lafe. "I was Just on my way
there, In case there was going to be
trouble. I guess there Isn't likely to
be, though. Mr. Askew inows how to
take care of himself."
"Trouble?" questioned the cure,
sharply. "They are going to murder
him."

"I heard some yarn like that from
Tremblay," said Lafe, "but I guessed
that was all talk."
"It was not talk. It Is their plan,"
said Father Lucien. "Mademoiselle
Rosny heard of It from Monsieur
Brousseau days ago It was on the
day when you went to Ste. Marie. He
rode with her toward Ste. Marie and
told her so. She did not believe him
This afternoon she learned of It again
from little Baptlste, who asked her to
Everybody
warn Monsieur Askew.
knew he would go alone, to St. Boniface to stop the sale of liquor. Mademoiselle Rosny rode up to the camp
to warn Monsieur Askew, as Baptlste
had begged her. He would not listen
to her. She came to me. It Is a dev
ils plot," he said sternly, "and If they
hurt one hair of his head they shall go
to prison for It."
"We must get there In time to save
him. You will do all you can to save
him, will yon not, Mr. Connell?" asked
the girl, looking earnestly at Lafe. As
their eyes met Lafe realized suddenly
that her agitation had more than an
Impersonal cause behind It. The swift
knowledge came home to him 'with a
shock ; it cleared up many things,
among them the fogs bf rancor that
had clouded his mind.
"I'll do everything that's In my power, Mademoiselle," he said. "I'll stand
by him I'll fight for him If there's any

panted, straining together, but Pierre
winning.
The knife arm was surely
slipping out of Hilary's clutch. It
reached upward. But at the moment
when It was evading him Hilary dropped Pierre's left hand and struck the
outlaw between the eyes. As he did so
he heard the breathing on the other
side of him.
Pierre staggered, and in a flash HI1
ary had both his hands upon Pierre's
right wrist, kneading the veins and
sinews till the fist opened. The knife
Hilary
clattered upon the floor.
stooped and seized It.
That was the precise Instant when
the knife that had been dropped by
Louis Duval, wielded by Simeon and
thrust upward, found Its home be
neath Hilary's shoulder.
fighting"
Hilary, who was still bending for
"There will be none," said Father
ward, stumbled and pitched upon the Lucien. , "But Mademoiselle Rosny
floor and lay there.
understands now what Brousseau Is.
She knows his character and his evil
CHAPTER X.
mind. And she has learned, fortunate
ly, before It Is too late."
Unexpected Allies.
Lnfe Connell, at Monsieur Trem
Not another word was spoken. The
blay's hotel, stretched out his legs upon buggy descended the hill and rolled toa chair and puffed viciously at his ward St. Boniface. As It crossed the
pipe, while Monsieur Tremblay leaned rickety bridge they heard the sound bf
against the wall and listened to his distant shouting In Duval's saloon,
guest's semi-so- l Iloquy.
About the front of It was gathered the
"Yep, Tremblay, I'm through now," entire male population of St. Boniface,
Lafe was saying. "I'm through for gesticulating and chattering.
good, and I'm going to wait here till
They fell back In dismay as the cure
the boat comes tomorrow and then leaped from the buggy and assisted
beat It for Shoeburyport. Lord, I'll be Madeleine Rosny down. Lafe fot
glnd to see Clarice my wife and the lowed. He tried to urge the girl to re
kids again.
main in the rig, but she paid no atten
"I've put up a good fight, Tremblay. tion to him. She listened with anxious
I've dropped eight thousand dollars In intentness as the cure addressed the
this fool game, and Clarice and me crowd, her lips compressed, her bosom
will have to start buying our home rising and falling quickly. All eyes
again when I get back to Shoebury were fixed on Father Lucien, but each,
port, and maybe I won't hear nothing as the priest turned to him, tried to
about It, neither. But when It's a case shrink back behind bis neighbor.
of throwing away a few thousand do!
They were pointing Inside the salars' worth of lumber, Just because you loon. The cure hurried through the
oflook upon a strike as a personal
doorway, Madeleine Rosny immediate
fense, and me losing my home, I've ly behind him, and Lafe following
finished. I've come to the end. The them.
The saloon, though lit by an oil
You underend finish no more.
lamp, was empty, as seemed to be the
stand me, Tremblay. I'm going to dark stable beyond It, seen through the
leave him to his fate," continued Lafe, open doorway.
trying to draw a few more mouthfuls
Father Lucien snatched down the
of tobacco smoke from his burned-ou- t
lamp and carried it hastily toward the
plug. "It's his fault."
stable door. He raised It and looked
He shook his pipe out angrily.
in, then turned and tried to bar Made"Oui," said Tremblay; and the word
entering.
But she pushed
conveyed any significance
that Its leine fromsaw,
him,
cried, wrung her hands,
past
hearer might choose to put upon It.
ran Into the middle space between
"Oui,"
he continued thoughtfully, and rows of
stalls. Lafe, following her,
though what he was thinking about the
saw her seated upon the floor, and
was Incomprehensible.
Hilary, covered with blood, lying
"It ain't my Job," Lafe pursued. "I'm
kids
got
my
a family man. I
wife and
to think about, and I'm against preparedness. It ain't reasonable to hire
a man for manager and then expect
Is It,
him to go round saloon-bustinTremblay?"
"Oui," answered Tremblay.
"You're right," said Lafe. "Of
course It ain't." He filled his pipe
again, lit and puffed at It. "I don't
know what In thunder's wrong with
this tobacco" tonight," he said, and
emptied It. He crossed his right leg
over his left, uncrossed them, and then
crossed his left over his right. Then
he got up.
'
"I guess I'll take a stroll up the road
and see If the stars are out," he said.
Lafe's stroll was a rapid one. As
soon as he had left the porch he almost ran up the hill road toward the
cliff. As he panted toward the summll
he heard the rumble of wheels In the
distance, and presently he saw the
cure's rig coming toward him. He
hailed.
"Say, Father Lucy, d'you mind giving me a lift into St. Boniface?" be
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called.

The rig stopped and Lafe perceived
Madeleine Rosny seated at the cure's
side. Her hands were clasped, her
face agitated and deathly pale. Lafe's
hund went up- to his hat awkwardly.
"I beg pardon, Father Lucy," he muttered.
"Jump In, Mr. Lafe," said the cure.
"I'm glad that we met. We need you.
We are going to St. Boniface. Jump
in and I shall tell you on the way."
Lafe entered the buggy, and Father
Lucien urged on the horse; then he
'
turned and said:
"Louis Duval has opened a saloon
In Baptlste's old house, and Monrileur
Askew has gone to stop him."
-

of your Selgnleur and what you owe
to him
ti your Seigneur, althougn
you no longer grind and hew for him I
You have forgotten I"
'
There was another movement among
tlíe crowd. Her words seemed to stir
them even more than the priest's had
done, "No, no, mademoiselle I" cried
several voices. . "Nol We have not
'"
forgotten 1"
MacPherson came forward again
"They thought," he said, "Mademoiselle, that Monsieur Brousseau's ene
mies were yoürs."
Lafe saw the girl Btagger as If she
had received a blow. She put her
hand upon the buggy wheel and leaned
thus for a moment, staring Into Mac
Pherson's face. Then, without a word,
she stepped In, took up the reins and
began to urge the horse, very slowly,
along the road. The cure came to the
Bide of the vehicle.
"I shall come to the Chateau, then,
Mademoiselle Rosny," he said.
Madeleine did not answer him. Presently Lafe, crouching In the bottom of
the buggy, heard her sobbing again,
low, heartbroken sobs that she could
not check for a long time. Sometimes
she took her eyes from the road to look
for a moment Into Hilary's face, and
once she stopped for a moment.
"How Is he?" she asked.
"He Is living, Mademoiselle," said
Lafe. And that was all he dared to

how white ho
pened."

With Blood, Lying
Stretched Out and Motionless, His
Head In Her Lap.

Hilary,

Covered

stretched out and motionless, his head
In her lap.
She bent over him and
Lafe never forgot the look of anguish
In her eyes, or the tension of the white
face.
Still supporting Hilary's head, she
began tearing long strips off her petticoat, frantically, as If she hardly knew
what she was doing. Hilary's clothing
was so drenched with blood that It
was difficult to determine where the
wound lay. There were livid bruises
about his mouth and cheeks, and on

his forehead, as If his assailants, after
stabbing him, had kicked him.
Father Luden half turned him over
and, uttering en exclamation, pointed
to the shoulder, from which fresh blood
was slowly welling. Lafe saw that
Hilary was alive; he breathed very
faintly, but his face was the color of
death, more bloodless than that of
Madeleine.
The cure began cutting
away the coat, tljcn the lining, which
would not come with It ; then the shirt.
He looked up.
"Bring some water," he said.
Lafe hurried out, the few curious
lumbermen scattering In panic and
scurrying before him. As he stood
among them, shouting, a window In a
nearby house went up, and a woman
handed out a pall, three parts full.
the
Lafe took It. As he
shanty the crowd slowly gathered behind him again. He hurried Into the
stable. The cure took a strip of the
girl's petticoat, dipped It In the pail
and began to cleanse the wound, purs
ing his Hps and shaking his head the
while. Lafe could see that the wound,
while not long, was terribly deep, and
it was still bleeding. It was Impossible to do more than clean it superfi
cially, owing to the need for haste.
Having done this, Father Lucien made
a pad and placed it In position, while
Madeleine, working with steady fingers
which gave the lie to her face, began
to wind the strips over It round the
chest. All the while she worked her
face was agitated, and yet composed,
and only the tortured eyes betrayed
what she was suffering; but when the
wound was bound she broke down.
"It Is my fault," she cried In French,
sobbing despairingly.
"I warned him
and he would not hear me, and I rode
away. I knew it long before and I
would not believe it. I have killed

say.

There was no lantern, and Madeleine
needed all her watchfulness to avoid
the stones and ruts in the road. Luckily the moon was bright and the horse
steady. Once, as the buggy swung
round a bend, Lafe, looking out, saw
the cure trudging behind, shaking his
heavy stick. He heard Madeleine still
sobbing. His own heart was heavy
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; he blamed
himself ''for Hit
ary's misfortune. He should have
stood by him. And he had meant to do
so. But he bad not calculated that
Hilary would walk so fast or go to St.
Boniface so soon.
The trees fell away, disclosing the
Rosny chateau. The buggy stopped beened."
"No, to the Chateau," said Madeleine fore the door In front of which the
Rosny. "Do you think he shall go any Seigneur and the old retainer were
where else, monsieur, when he Is like standing, with anxioua faces. Madeleine bent swiftly over Hilary and
this?"
Her voice rang proudly, the tone ad raised his limp hand ; then she turned
mltted of no opposition. The cure was her eyes to Lafe's, mutely asking him
that question which could not be
silent.
Lafe drew Hilary Into the bottom of spoken.
"He Is no worse," said Lafe.
the buggy and crouched there, sup
The Seigneur and his man came toporting the head and the upper part
of his body. But Madeleine, watchful, ward them. "MacPherson telephoned
uttered a low cry. A little blood was to the post office and they brought me
She the news," he said. "You did quite
leaking through the bandage.
hastened to the other side of the rig right, Madeleine. Gently, now, Monand began adjusting It, while the cure sieur," be added, addressing Connell,
turned toward the crowd, which was and together they raised Hilary from
looking on In panicky silence, broken the buggy floor. "Remember the steps.
Now, I will go backward so."
only by low words and mutterlngs.
They were Inside the Chateau, carry"This Is a bad night's work that you
have done !" he cried. "You shall pay ing their burden between the rows of
for It, every man here, and the 2sas-sin- s portraits Into a room which had been
a drawing room in bygone days, furtoo. I know them all."
spindle-leggefurniture,
The man who stepped forward was nished with
A
ormolu
cabinets.
gilt
and
mirrors
the foreman of the mill, by name
a decent workman and a de bed In a corner showed that its use had
scendant of one of Wolfe's Highland been converted, probably because the
ers who had settled along the coast upper part of the Chateau was no
and perpetuated their names and longer habitable.
Madeleine Rosny came In with her
something of their stanch character,
If nothing else of their race survived. arms full of bed linen, diffusing the
scent of wlntergreen. Lafe and her
"We are not all guilty, Monsieur
father got Hilary to bed. He was stirnothing
of
this
said.
knew
"I
he
until the deed was done, or I should ring now, beginning to toss his arms
The pulse
have used every effort to prevent It. and mutter In delirium.
stronger,
which had
flush
the
was
but
me
people
speak
to
for
asked
These
them. They say that they broke down supplanted the pallor denoted fever.
the stable door and saved his life when Presently the cure entered and went
straight to the bedside. The three men
he was about to be cut to pieces."
"His life I" cried Father Luden, looked at Hilary and at each other.
"I have seen men who were wounded
scornfully. "His life hangs by a thread ;
and if he dies his murderers shall worse recover," said Edmond Rosny.
hang for It. And you are guilty equal-lyi- " "He has bled much, but the heart Is
addressing the uninjured, and unless the lung Is
he continued,
crowd, which seemed to melt under his gravely hurt . . . well, we shall see
burning tones. "You left him lie there to It that he gets well," he ended
and bleed to death. And listen fur- abruptly.
There was nothing more Connell
ther. You think that Monsieur Askew
brought the revenue officers to Ste. could do. He would have stayed, but
Marie. Do I not hate Ste. Marie more he felt that he must await the Issue
Madeleine was already
than he? Yet even I would not bring In patience.
the officers here until I had used every established at Hilary's bedside.
Lafe went In softly. "I shall come
means to clean up the evil there. It
was Monsieur Morris who brought early In the morning, Mademoiselle
Rosny," he said. "I want to say
them, for he told me so."
There was a sensation at the priest's about what you said to Father Lucy
words. An excited babble broke out. tonight I mean It was my fault. I
Madeleine, who had Just completed guess I'm the only one to blame. I
the bandaging, halted with one foot ought to have stood by him, and I
upon the step of the buggy and turned went away. You did more than me,
mademoiselle, and It wasn't op to
to the lumbermen.
"Yes, you left him to die I" she cried you. I mean, It wasn't your business
"You were afraid, and you to save him."
In scorn.
"No?" whispered Madeleine, raising
forgot that strangers who come upon
our land, upon our seigniory, ore under her eyes to his. And Lafe felt like a
our protection." Her eyes blazed as blundering fool.
"You'll save him," he said. "We
she denounced them. "You have forgotten your ancient loyalty In these can't lose him. We want him we all
days, Messieurs. Yon have no memory want him, I guess I didn't realize

enough
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before he stopped as a thought
struck him. "I guess Father Lucy does get
sults In his own way," he said.
-- i
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XI.

CHAPTER

Dreams and Dangers,
Thanks to a constitution Inured bj
hard work and healthy living, Hilary
Improved rapidly under Madeleine's
nursing, aided by her father's skilled
treatment of the wound. On the second day Hilary was conscious, on the
fourth Rosny announced that the
crisis was past; upon the ninth the
patient was sitting up In bed and
solid food.

Lafe was the happiest man In the
world when, at last admitted to the
bedside, he asked and received absolution for his desertion.
"Now I've got some good news," he
said, when Hilary persisted in asking
about the work. "We've got that
shipment off, and Dupont will have
both vessels back In a few days for
the next. The mill's working overtime and the gang's back on the Job."
"You paid them two dollars?"
"Not a cent more," said Lafe triumphantly. "They asked to go back
to work, and you ought to see them
working I I guess they feel that they
haven't given you a square deal, and
Mr. Rosny's been having a few words
Anyway, they
with them, I hear.
know now It's Morris who tipped off
the revenue people, In order to makei
trouble for you, and the result Is this
part of the country has grown too hot
for him. So he's gone away. I hear
he had a quarrel with Brousseau over
the share of their plunder, and they
almost came to blows over It. Well,
that's the first of the gang out. And
MacPherson has turned out a trump,
working overtime and making the
hands work, and it begins to look to
me as If we'll win out after all."
This was good news. It was now
September, and In little more than a
month the snow should extend considerably their cutting area.
So they discussed their plans, until
Madeleine, coming In, drove Connell
Hilary would not ask him
away.
about his assailants, and Lafe was
It was
glad to avoid the subject.
Father Lucien who took It up later,
when Hilary was convalescent.
ne hummed and hawed a good deal,
and finally the truth came out. It
would be easy enough to get the police up from Quebec, but the quartette would have to be laid by the
heels before the advent of winter
made further .action impossible for
months. Of the four, Pierre had disappeared. Leblanc was said to have
gone into the woods for the winter to
trap, having apparently abandoned his
e
on the Ste.
pretense of a
Marie limits. Simeon Duval was running his saloon wide open, and swearing that, nilary having assaulted him,
he had struck with his knife In
.

him."
The cure's hand fell on her shout
der. Lafe noticed, too, and thought It
significant afterward that, wild though
her words were, and untrue, he did not
then deny them.
Madeleine looked np and, meeting
his eyes, grew calm. Lafe stepped for
ward, bent down and gently raised Hil
ary's head from her knee. He placed
his hands beneath the shoulders, supporting them, while Father Lucien lift Madeleine Waa Already Established at
ed the lower part of the body, and thus
Hilary's Bedside.

they carried the stricken man through
the shanty toward the buggy.
The cure made a motion to Lafe to
enter. "You and Mademoiselle Rosny
will drive to my house," he said. "As
there is no room for me, I walk. I give
you the key, because my housekeeper
Is gone to bed and must not be fright-

jras till tul uus

ne was half way to his

.
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conwhile In a
Little Louis, his brother,
dition.
scared out of his wits, had been to
see the cure with a view to making his
peace.
Hilary had no desire to punish
Louis any further, though he meant to
deal with Pierre and Leblanc when
half-stunne- d

the opportunity arose. He meant to
rid the community of them and
Simeon ; but he had a strong man's
reluctance to call upon the law to
avenge a physical assault. In the end
the cure went away with the under- standing that Louis was forgiven, and ,
with no decision taken as to further ,
action.
"But what strength ! What power,
monsieur 1" he said admiringly, clenching his hand over the muscles of
Hilary's arm. "Do you know, monsieur," he continued thoughtfully, "I
have often thought that a priest in
such a district as this needs the muscularity almost as much as the good
;

ness

I

Ah,

Askew,

Monsieur

If

I

were your age, and of your strength,
what would I not do I"
To Hilary his convalescence was a
foretaste of paradise. Edmond Rosny
came In only for formal visits now,
twice or three times a day ; but it was
wonderful to see Madeleine, whom he
knew that he loved with all his heart,
about his bedside all day long, and
then about his chair, waiting on him,
anticipating his wishes, until he felt
ashamed to be so helpless, her pride
gone, her scorn gone, her enmity as
well.
When Hilary learned of the
part that she had played in his rescue.
and thanked her gratefully, she could
not meet his eyes.
Then came the first day on which
he was permitted to leave his room.
Leaning on Madeleine's arm, he had
gone out to feel the wonder of the
sunshine and the crisp autumn air.
The garden had originally been laid
out, more than a century before, In
Imitation of the formal gardens of
France of the period, with terraces
Everything was In
and statuary.
ruin; and yet Hilary had the sudden.
Inexplicable
sense of having coma
home.
"Mademoiselle Rosny," he said, "we
are going to be good friends In future,
goes .with
aren't we? The good-wiyour kindness, even If it does not go
ll

with the trees."

It's hard to keep
man down.

a good

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Going Too Far.
Tom When shall we get married?
Helen Oh, Tom, why do you tak
our engagement so seriously?

THE

SICK Ü0OEII

Southwest

HEAR LIE
You Can Da Free from Paia
as I Am, if You Do as I Did
Harrintrton, Me. "I Buffered with
backache, pains through my hi pi
and sucn a bear
ing down feel
ingthatl could not
stand on my feet.
I also had other distressing symptoms.
At times I had to
give up work. I
tried a number of
remedies but Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound did
me more good than
anvthinirelse. Iam
regular, do not sutler tne pains l used
to, keep house and do all my work. I
recommend your medicine to all who
suffer as I did and you may use my letter as you like." Mrs. Minnie MitchMe.
ell, Harrington,
There are many women who suffer as

(
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and Arizona
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COUGH

.AND IIIGHT SWEATS
Cough about gone, eats and sleeps well,
and jalned 12 pounds.

"In DecemW, 1913, I had a fearful
cough, and my physician ordered ma to
changa clima! Immediately. I went to
San Antonio, Texas, and entered a sanatorium. Left there and came to Oklahoma. City In October, 1915. Had no appetite, could not sleep, had night sweats
and was losing from One to three pounds
a week. I also had catarrh of the bowels,
which tha doctors had been unable to
relieve.
"Relatives urged me to try Milks Emulsion. I did so and began to Improve,
slowly at first, but steadily. My weight
has Increased 12 pounds, I have no temperature, and my cough la about gone.
I can cat heartily, sleep well, and am
working at my trade again.' V. W. Nert,
610 No. Dewey 8t, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Nature does wonders In fighting oft disease. If given the chance. Milks Emulsion is a powerful help In providing
strength and flesh. It costs nothing to
try.
Milks Emulsion Is a pleasant, nutritive
food and a corrective medicine.
It restores healthy, natural bowel action, doing away with all need of pills and physics. It promotes appetite and quickly
puta the digestive organs in shape to assimilate food. Chronic stomach trouble
and constipation are promptly relieved
usually In one day.
This Is the only solid emulsion made,
and so palatable that It is eaten with a
spoon like Ice cream.
No matter how severe your case, you
are urged to try Milks Emulsion under
this guarantee Take six bottles home
with you, use It according to directions,
and If not satisfied with the results your
money will be promptly refunded. Price
60c and 1120 per bottle. The Milks Emulsion Co., Terre Haute, Ind. Sold by druggists everywhere. Adv.

Wwtirn Nwpaper Unios News Berries.
For tlie first time In history all of
the school districts in Otero county,
New Mexico, are out of debt, having
no outstanding warrants or Interest
overdue and unpaid.
An addition to the capítol building
at Phoenix, completed at a cost of
1150,000, has been occupied and the
entire capítol Is again overcrowded,
according to reports.
Interest is being shown in the new
Chloride-Kerwloil and gas field situated on the Colorado river about
thirty miles west of Chloride, Ariz.
Surface indications are believed to be
of a promising character, oil and gas
seepages having been encountered at
Mrs. Mitchell did and who are being benefited by this great medicine every day. various places.
It has helped thousands of women who
A. E. Eldredge, naturalization examhave been troubled with displacements,
iner for the southern district of Caliinflammation, ulceration, irregularities,
pains, backache, that bearing fornia, Arizona and Nevada under
Seriodic
Fred Jones, examiner in charge, has
indigestion, and nervous
resigned from government services to
prostration.
become assistant industrial superinLydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound contains no narcotics or harmful tendent of one of the largest mines In
drugs.
It is made from extracts of Arizona.
roots and herbs and is a safe medium
The Calumet-NeMexico Mining
for women. If you need special advice
write Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. Company at Pinos Altos Is adding a
flotation unit to its mill and will have
(confidential), Lynn, Mass.
the work completed so that the test
ran can be made shortly. The mill
Her Meaning.
"I heard that pretty little woman has been running for some weeks on
Then It Happened.
say the other day that she was going the Pinos Altos ores and has succeed"I wonder if you could?" mused
to do her best to make her Billy's ed In the work of separation to a dethe rummy, as he poured a little
life perfectly happy. She must be gree never reached before.
Very much in love with her husband."
Sixteen horses belonging to the wood alcohol Into his seltzer.
"You wonder if I could what?"
"That wasn't her husband slio was First cavalry were burned to death in
talking about; It was her pet poodle." a fire of unknown origin which broke demanded the barkeep, as he yanked
out In the row of stables used by a guu out of the drawer behind the
Troop M. and the Medical Detachment bar.
Don't Forget Cutlcura Talcum
"Why, I wonder if you could call a
When adding to your toilet requisites. and which destroyed the entire row
reAn exquisitely scented face, skin, baby at Douglns, Ariz. The loss Is esti- love letter a written attachment?"
and dusting powder and perfume, ren- mated to be in the neighborhood of plied the rummy as he headed for the
door. Cincinnati Enquirer.
dering other perfumes superfluous. 18,000.
You may rely on It because one of the
Antonio Carpió, convicted of the
Important to Mother
Cutlcura Trio (Soap, Ointment and murder of Efren Ríos, must hang. He
Examine carefully every bottle of
Talcum). 25c each everywhere. Adv. was brought before Judge Mechera at CASTOKIA, that famous old remedy
Silver City, N. M., and sentenced to for Infants and children, and see that it
Awkward.
be hanged on Friday, April 16th.
Bears the
Speaking of names, we heard the When asked If he had anything to
Signature
William
named
a
man
other day of
say he shook his head. After sentence
In Use for Over 80 Years.
Arrlmee, and every time he told It had been pronounced he made an efChildren Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
to a woman she took It for a proposal.
fort to speak but was unable to do
Exchange.
so. The case will likely be appealed.
Safe Bet
Claiming that the freight tariffs
She's clumsy and she's sloppy, and
from Phoenix and other points in the she occupies much space. And for
Salt Elver valley located on the Ari- these reasons we would like to bet her
zona Eastern railroad to stations In name Is "Grace." Arkansaw Thomas
Arizona are unjust and unreasonable, Cat.
Doesn't hurt a bit and Freoiono
the Traffic Bureau of the Phoenix
costs only a few cents.
Men flatter merely to protect themChamber of Commerce has filed a
complaint with the Arizona Corpora- selves from women who flirt.
tion Commission against the Arizona
Eastern, Southern Pacific, El Paso. 4
n

.
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Southwestern railroads.
Is rumored that, the Santa Fe
4 It
will, during the coming year, erect an
$80,000 office building in Clovis, N.
M., to be built, somewhere on the railroad property. This improvement has
been contemplated for several years
and was postponed when the railroads
were turned over to the government.
has been
No official announcement
made in regard to this improvement,
but there are many who believe that
1920 will see this new building started.
State Adjutant Dudley W. Wlndes
of the American Legion has been notified that a new post of the Legion
has been organized at Holhrook, Ariz.,
which is named Navajo Post A. L.
organizaThis is the
tion of the American Legion organized In the state of Arizona, and will
be designated as Navajo Post 37 of
the American Legion. Other posts are
in process of organization, It was announced yesterduy at the new headquarters of the Legion in the state
capítol. There are now "about 8,000
members in the Legion throughout the
state.
The class of '20 of the Clovis, N.
M., High school, which will graduate
In May, is the largest in the history
young ladies
of the school, twenty-twand ten young men, and Is one of the
llvest student bodies in the state.
Many social and class functions are
being planned for the closing days oi
the school.
To prospect for further ore bodies
level of the Brlggs
below the 1,500-foo- t
mine in Arizona, the Calumet & Arizona Mining Company Is about to put
down a number of diamond drill holet
from that level. It Is estimated tha
there Is more than 1,000 feet of the
limestone formation below the 1,500
foot level that may yet be prospected.
The holes will be driven vertically

More Than One.
That morning the teacher had been
forced to thrash two very troublesome boys, and the memory of the
hnppenlng was still fresh In the other
children's minds thut afternoon. She
took up her history to give the assignment on the Civil war, which the class
was studying.
"This afternoon," she
said, "we shall take 'the hammering
campaign.'"
Everyone was amused when she
said it but she, herself, led In the
laugh when a tiny fellow ejaculated:
"My, I thought we had that hammering campaign this morning !'
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Signs of

"I am sure that man is coming here,
-with a bill.
"What makes you think that?"
"lie has such a collected manner."

thirty-sevent-

h

o

Borne society women are not as bad
as they paint themselves.

ilTerves All Unstrung!
"But Coin's

HI
MaJe Life Again Worth

fin.

Living," Says

Harris

"I was in excellent health until

my

kidneys weakened." says Mrs. N. A.
Harris, 1009 Indiana St., Neodesha,
Kansas. "The kidney secretions burned
jjke fire and pmti so often I couldn t
get a moments
My back
rest.
ached and for days
at a time l was i
confined to bed. j
tortured

down.

j

fairly

M 3fr

aína. I couldn t
stoop without fairly screaming with
misery.

I

Br

ák

X

l

'J

I lost strength

and weight and
was so weak I
a nervous
be-ca-

Hi

Head- wreck.
i
j: :
nnuj ujut
acnes

fin. Hirrii
, .
ness added to my distress, my s"
face were
blurred: limbs, hands and
.amp- tinder
mvII
swojieu
siiuj i' mi j
eyes. I lost hope of being well again.
orougm u
Finally a
of Doan't Kidney Pills, and later I

rto

i

i.

lessen

ff

v.A

I
ami nuuu

I

frnuhlp beffan
mil H olnr n mil

night and wake tip refreshed and happy
and lite was again worm living.
now a strong, healthy woman and owe
to DOan B.
I
HXJ I..KI.
lull" anil' hnnmnesa
Bworn to before me,
J, A. DEARDORFF. Notary Public,
lM.ibM 4tlV1tn
1

11
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FOSTER M1LBURN

C- BUFalu. n. f
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Henry Simmons, a Van Houten negro who Is charged with the murdei
of his wife at Van Houten, N. M., on
March 14, was taken before Judge T.
D. Lelb of the District Court at Raton to cause the prisoner to be held
for preliminary hearing. Several witnesses were heard, and the evidence
adduced was sufficient in the mind oi
the court to cause the prisoner to be
held for the action of the grand jury.
Authentically proved to have been
overwhelmed In a pre historic volcanic eruption, the skeletons of a boy and
a girl were taken to Santa Fe, N. M.,
nnd are being exhibited in that city
preparatory to shipment to Washington, D. C. ' A statement was given out
by Amado Chaves, former mayor oi
Santa Fe and former state school superintendent, that the skeletons were
found In a white stone house, In a
good state of preservation. They were
discovered In a hidden recess In th
volcanic bad lands of western Valen
cla county, near San Rafael.
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faciagt

AUbatitnt
Ruults fta
Must Ask ftr
Alabattinl

Cinuini
Much Alike.

1!

Instead of halsomins or wallpaper

WtthmCms
and Circlt

The stage mannger was hurriedly
giving Instructions to his property

frinudintjd

man.
"Did you say you wanted a window
or a widow, sir?" asked the latter,
somewhat perplexed.
"I said window," he replied, and added, with a laugh, "but they're both
much alike."
The property man scratched his
head.
"Don't see how you make that out,
sir."
"Well," replied the stage manager,
"when I get near either of them I always look out!"

You Can Not Be Deceived!

if Smt

.

This Package Protects You

You want Akbastine. Alabastine result alone will latisfy you.
Alabastine result! can be secured with no other material
The Cross and Circle printed in red on the package is your
guarantee of quality and results.
Alabastine will
Alabattine is artistic, sanitary, durable and economical.
permit you to put your own individuality in your home, match your rugs and fur
niihings and have complete color harmony in all your rooms. Combining and
intermixing the different tints enables you to secure unlimited color effects.

BILIOUS!

Alabattine requires only pure, cold water to mix and can be used on all interior surfaces, plaster, wallboard, over smoked and grimy painted walls, or even
Beit paint
over wall paper that is solid and hat bo raited figurei or aniline colors.
dealers everywhere tell Alabattine. Write us direct rather than take a substitute.

Quick! Get Liver and
Bowels Right with

Alabastine Company
Grand Rapids, Mich.

547 Grandvllle Road

"Cascareis"
Furred Tongue, Bad Taste, Indigestion, Sallow Skin, and Miserable Headaches come from a torpid liver and
sluggish bowels, which cause the stomach to become filled with undigested
food, which sours and ferments, forms
ing acids, gases, and poisons.
tonight will give your bilious
liver and constipated bowels a thorough
cleansing and straighten you out by
morning. Cascareis never sicken or Inconvenience you like nasty Calomel,
They
Salts, Oil, or griping Pills.
work while you sleep. Adv.

Father's Amendment
"And what do you propose to do
now, Willlum?" asked the father of
the son who has just come him after
graduation at college.
"Oh," yawned the optimistic young
man, "I think I'll go over to New York
and look for a position at five thouAt five
sand per you understand?
thousand per."
"Oh, yes," said the old man. "I understand. You mean at five thousand
perhiips." Pathfinder.

He Wasn't Lonesome.
Old Lady And what place did yot.
spend most of your time in in France?
Ancient A. E. F.'er Brig, ma'am.
Home Sector.

State of Ohio, City of Toledo, Lucas
County s.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he la
senior partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney
Co., doing- business In the City of Toledo, County and State aforesaid, and that
said firm will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for any case of Catarrh
that cannot be- cured by the use of
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE.
FRANK J. CHENET.
Sworn to before me and subscribed fat
my presence, this tth day of December,
Now What Did She Mean?
D 188&
Justification.
A busy business womau had en- A (Seal)
A. W. GleRson, Notary Public.
The Artist This statue Is "The Disk gaged outside help to wash and clean
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE Is takthe Blood
Thrower." Wonderfully lifelike poseí up house. As they entered the kitchen, en Internally and acts through System.
on
Mucous
of the
The Other Fellow Yep I reckon on arrival of the help, who had been F. J.theCheney 4 Surfaces
Co., Toledo, Ohio.
that disk Is one o' them Jazz records. recommended as a jewel, the mistress F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio,
Don't blame him a bit for chuck- said:
Duplicates,
ing it.
"This kitchen's in an awful state,
colored
"Those
twins are Just like
Mary,
Too many men wait until they have
"Never mind, mlssey; I'se used to each other." "Yes; one is a carbon
been done to a turn before turning white folks." Laudies' Home Journal. copy of the other."
over a new leaf.
A widow always tries to console herA girl who lets a young man have
If you would be happy let the other his own way during courtship is only self with the belief that she can't de
.
any worse the next time.
biding her time.
fellow do the worrying.
Cos-caret-

,

I"

.

You can lift off
With your fingers
any hard corn, soft corn, or corn between the toes, and the hard skin calluses from bottom of feet.
A tiny bottle of "Fréásone" costs
little at any drug store; apply a few
drops upon thecorn or 'tallous. Instantly It stops hurting, then shortly
you lift that bothersome corn or callous right off, root and all, without
one bit of pain or soreness, Truly!
No humbug! Adv.

tit Q

Every Housekeeper
Will Welcome This News
When it seems as if the high cost of living was ever
going up and up, isn't it like a ray of sunshine to
hear of a saving in cost?
Every housekeeper will welcome the news that
owing to scientific methods of production with
PURE PHOSPHATE

DR. PRICE'S

along ir owoer
'
is now sold at about HALF the price charged
when the powder contained Cream of Tartar.

When such a saving in cost is supported by a name

famous for 60 years it means something which no
thoughtful woman can afford to overlook.
,.'.

HERE ARE THE PRICES:

25 c for 12 oz
15c for 6 oz.
10c for 4 oz.
FULL WEIGHT CANS

The Price is Right
Not Cheapened With Alum

Leaves No Bitter Taste

Always Wholesome

-

atarday
o

ecaai
rocenes
Baking Powder 10 oz reg. 10c 3 for 25c
"
"
25 oz " 25c 20c each
" 40c 3 fcr $1.
Orange Marmalade

Dry Goods
Ladies Jap Silk Shirt Waists
Lace Trimmed and Embroidery reg. price $3.50 Saturday only $2.85

Thomas A. Whelan
Eugene Palmer

We Carry The Largest

Whelan & Palmer,
Clayton, New.Mex.
ar.d
and

Fed--

J.

Embalmer

C. Dodds,

Roy, N.M.
Frompt and Efficient Service".
Day or nitfht.

Mercantile Company

ROY

A. A. Wynne

Services 2d Sunday of eact
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.

th Sunday of each month at
and 8.ty)rlm,
Communion serviciat the morn,
I have hereunto iflft service.
4

ll.i. a,jn.

,

United States
Commissioner,
Mosquero, N. M

STATE OF NEW MEXICO

COMMISCORPORATION
SION- OF NEW MEXICO

STATE

Cetrificaie of Comparison
United

States

America

oC

)
) S3

)
Homestead Matters attended to,
State of New-- ' Mexico
Filings
Publications,
Final
It is Hereby; Certified, that the anProofs. Legal Papers drawn1 up nexed
is a full,- ttrue and complete
and acknowledgements taken.
transcript of the-

In witness Whereof
set my hand ártd affixed my official
PLEASANT VIEW
seal the day arid! year in this certificate first above written.
. F5?t Sunday each Mbnth at 8,
EDM. H, HUGHES, p.m.
Notary Public,
(Seal)
Mora Co. N. M.
MILLS
My commission spires' Jan. 8th,. 3rd Si&4ay
11 00 a. rft, 8PM,
at
1924.
ENDORSÉÍ0V
No. 1045
Co', aee'd. Vol. 6, WW 63

N

1045JÍ)

' Mar.

with the endorsements thereon, as
same appears on file?ani f record in

Síát

BAPTIST

First

Sundfeiy in each mctttfr,.
vicef
11, A, M.,
7.30,
Sa
S.
Rev. W. X Dawn, Pastor

COMPANY
Filed in Office of State Córporatísnv
Commission of New lwl'XlcO1

COMfeAMJTY

(No.

Mrs. J. P. Reynolds
Teacher of Piano

0. W. Fearn, ftsfcr.

,

Certificate of Incorporation
Certificate of Incorporation of
of
FARMERS MILL AND E&EVATOfc
FARMERS MILL-- A.ND ELEVATOR

31

Floersheim

CHRISTIAN

ROY

FOSTER BLOCK

DRUGS

When in town make our store your GENERAL
HEADQUARTERS and we will be pleased to
be your SOURCE OF SUPPLY.

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M
at the Christina (Jhurcn.
Your presence is necessary.
J. D. Wade, Supt.

Geo. M. Lewis, Proprietor

-

We still have a few "Little Sister" Doll set?
left which we will give to each little girl that
conies to the store.

Meets at the Christinn Church,
Hoy, N. M,, every Suniiáv evaa
Injf at 7.00 o'clock.
A cordial tvelco.ne extended to
all visitors.

.

Funeral Director, All details
planned and executed.

Dr. Caldwell Syrup of Pepsin reg. price 52c
Saturday only 2 for 85c stamps included

Mr Rual Wade

The
IDEAL BAKERY
and
CONFECTIONERY

Undertaker

LAS1CAGRAY Püesidknt,
Sec' y.

Mis3.

After the 10th we will supply all your needs in
bakery goods..

.

eral Courts
U, S. Land Office

Licenced,

Y. P. 5 C. E.

Stock of Candy in Town. Our Soda Fountain is
equiped FOR SERVICE and SERVICE is what we
give to our patrons. Let us prove it to you.

Lawyers
Practice in State

Church Directory

1

19

192010

AV W.

A. L. MORISSON.
iCerfc.
JJO to MH.

Corporation

SUNDAY SCHOOL

office of the
Compared
afe 10 A.M. 35th Sunday,
Commission.
h State
In Testimony Wheroofr
P. L. GuNf4?. Saperinteden?;.
Corporation CommissKwn off the State
MEXIdf)'
STATE OF NEW
of New Mexico has caused thia cerCGftiMIS;
Chairman 3TATE CORPORATION
tificate to be signed
METHODIST'mSCOPAL
,
MEXICO
to
SIGN
NEW
OF
said
of
and the seal
of
Filing
Jsrvices
at Roy 3d Sunday of
on
Certificate
Fe
Suntabe affixed at the City of:
United States of America )
this 19th day of Merch AL Ü. 1920.
easfti imonth,
Chrfstian Church.
) ss-HUGH H. WILLIAMS,
Rev.
Wm.
Mmont, Pastor.
)
State of New Mexico
Chairman.
(Seal)
Certified,
Hereby
itfm
that
is
It
Attest:
whs fiTei for record in the office oi'the
A. L. Morris";!, Clerk. .
CATHOlüC
State Corporation Commission otf'iWe
Nifte- OF INCORTOltATtO:; State of New Mexico, on the
frftis twice each rsemth 2d and
ARTICLES
teent day of March A. D. 192ltfra
OF "FARMERS MILL - SL ELE4tá Swidivs
at tits Cathoiir
10:00 o'clock A. M.,
SOCOMPANY""OK
VATOR
1.51
Incorporation
of
Roy,
Certifícate
ttbxnh.
N.
LANO NEW MEXICO
of
ournrfwsi
We the undersigned
AND ELEVATOR"
TfFasses: 8 and K m.
our associates, and succsrs,. Iawe i'ARJfEKS MILL
COMPANY
the
together
for
associated ourselves
íerrice at 7 30 p .an.
.
Wherefore: The incorporaniPS
milpurpose of forming a corpw.-itior- r
Incorpo'
of
in
Certificate
said
Kpv. Fr. Felix :Vachon,
der the laws of the state of Ntrw Mexi- named
and who have signed the &mie,
co, United States of America, and ration,
and assigns are
Priest i charge,
we hereby certify and declare' as- fblr and!i tlhii'r sssewssors hp.
from this daté
tr ifaAtrrfit ta
lows
i
1
Thp onrnorate nam ifcTtHcr or-- untiT thc Seventeenth day of
TTumfred and Seventy, m cor
Mill
and
The
Farmers
poration is
DIRECTORY
poration- - by the name and for the
Elevator Company.
said Certifies r.-- .
ia
forth'
set
2. This corporation is oiRaaized.
('Nov
A. F. & Al.M.
fdp tho fnflowin!? nuruose. Namely., taWhereof, the tffa'te
Testimony
In
conduct the business of ruíninK-- and. Corporation- Conrmission of the Cate'
ACACIA LODtaE NO. 63.
operating a flour mill, ta manufac- of' New Mexico lias caused this cerand
meal,,
2no and 4rhSatur-a- j
corn
flour,
sell
ture and
tifícate to be signed by its Chapman
other agricultural products, to buy and. and! the seal' if Sirid Commission, (0be
of month
sell wheat, corn, beans, andiall other affixed
at the City of Santa Fe on
agricultural products and: also to buy
T. E, Mli.TCKU
W &1
this 19tli day of March A. D. WitT
and sell coal, lumber,, fuxm: anplti.
iTAiit tKTRE.f, Secy.
HXTG1Í IL WILLIAJBS,"
ments, hWes, wool and src.narai:
Chowan.
(Seal)
AVI Masong weleriei
and generally to . carry on. AJAestV
tfv. linsitipss of milllinir. and. Sonera!
Ü L.. M'(Bi:ion',
to do any and: all.

the

byte

El Dorado Hotel
Under new Management
Charles Chapman, Proprietor

E. Las Vegas, N.M.
Free Baths,
Steam Heated,
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
A quiet, homelike Hotel
one hlock from the
Depot, in the
Main Business District

Tourists and

Lami-Seeke- r9

Will find this the

right place.

Ccwnm-ission-

í

fw

Koi-.f-

-

General Blacksmith

Li

We are now Ready!
For Blacksmithing
and Wagon Work,
That Storage Battery?

When did you have it Tested last? It is very
likely to Freeze now and discharged Batteries
freeze easily.

The ANDERSON GARACE and Machine Works
is Now prepared to give you the service that your
Watch your Battery!
Batteries demand,

Anderson Garage &
Machine Works.

and
Machine Work,
AT THE OLD STAND,
WITH THE LIMERTY
GARAGE

J.

D. Wade,

PropV
WILL TUNNEL UNDER STRAIT
Saidi ttr Hv
Decided Upon Emjineening Faft
of Maarrud.

Japanese Authority

aimouuceuu'nt

pun-poses-

and
other things in connictiou.i wit!: the
running and operating of said ;bsinss
as may be necessary to. pwpeiijy mif
ry out the aforesaid bjeets.
S. The ' name of thJii trtt: and
county in which the business of s.ch
corporation in to he. conducted is- - So
lano, Mora County,
4. The amount of thq capital stock.
is. Twsnty; fiV
:of such cornorati't
(.2a,W0flm;ajul.itr
tftousand Dollars
number of shares ofthe ptw value
which,
ave hundred
fee-- hame shall Dffliviueu is nii.y.
i in n
nl lesidonees. of ítie.
t 'i'....
tr.
ii .i.......
cood faith agieed
capraw
to subscribe lor
the amount to be. subscabíd,'hyaí)h;

"..
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is a' RunaW to
The Ford Runabout
messenger, soW,5
reality- -a regular business
.
,

rransDOf. -

the question ot economic
Builder,
tation. The Contractor,
find the Ford
j a

vW
Saesman,vx)uecwr,"v"--

a
Runabout the most convert
motor
most economical among
day m the ) ear.
every
useful
in service, and
Mk
one or more.
We solicit your order for
asscar,
in the repair of your
uring of genuine Ford Parts, ddUed workmen,

ca. DU

reasonable prices.
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